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Study History: The project wasinitiated as “Harbor Seal and SeaOtter Cooperative
Subsistence Harvest Assistance” under Restoration Project 94244 the
in Fiscal Year 1994 Work
Plan, and continued as Restoration Project 95244 in the FY 1995 WorkPlan. An annual report
summarized activities for these firsttwo study years. A separate reportwas prepared by the
Alaska Sea Otter Commission as part of a contract supportedby this project, entitled “Status and
Trends of Harbor Seal and Sea Otter Populationsin Prince William Sound andLower Cook
a title,
Inlet” (1995). The project continued in FY 1996 as Restoration Project 96244 with new
“Community-Based Harbor SealManagement and Biological Sampling.” Thefocus was
narrowed to harbor seal restoration. An annual report summarizedactivities for FY 1996. The
project continued in FY 1997 andFY 1998 with similar goals and objectives. This final report
summarizes activities for these lasttwo years.
Abstract: The project’s goal wasto support collaboration between subsistencehunters of harbor
seals, scientists, and resourcemanagement agencies toassess the factors which are affecting the
recovery of theharbor seal populationof the oil spill area and to identify ways
to reduce these
impacts. The Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission was a full partner in the project. A
community-based biosampliing effort was designed and implemented. Workshopsin which
hunters and Youth Area Watch program participants were trainedin biosampling techniques took
place. A training manual and video were produced and distributed.By September 1998, samples
from 119 subsistence-taken seals were distributed to participating laboratories
for genetics,
population, and dietary studies, and additionalsamples were archived forfuture contaminants
work. A data management system basedat the University of Alaska Fairbanks Museumwas
being implemented as of September 1998. Several workshops took place in which
subsistence
users, scientists, and resource managers discussed study goals and findings, and developed
recommendations for future collaborations. New information about traditional ecological
knowledge was included in a revisedversion of the Whiskers! Database and demonstratedat the
workshops. A map database of thelocation of subsistencetakes of seals was developed.
Kev Words: Biosampling, co-management, Cook Inlet, Exwon Vuldez oil spill, harbor seals,
Kodiak Island, Phoca vitulina, Prince William Sound, subsistence uses.
Proiect Data: The results of interviews regarding traditional knowledgeof harbor seals and
other ethnographic information are contained in the Whiskers! databasein the AskSam format,
available through the Division of Subsistence
of the Alaska Departmentof Fish and Game in
Anchorage. Harvest location pointdata were enteredinto a GIS database usingthe ArcInfo
program. Data aggregated at theharvest area level are available through the Divisionof
Subsistence. The biosampling database is maintained using Microsoft Excel softwareat the
Division of Subsistence, Kodiak. As of September 1998,the University of Alaska Fairbanks was
enhancing its database to servethe needs of the expanding biosampling program.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Populations of harbor seals were injuredas a resultof the &on VuZdez oil spill and, for
unknown reasons, were in decline before the spill. The population hasnot recovered. Harbor
seals are takenfor subsistence usesby Alaska Native huntersof communities of the oil spill
region. Under the terms of the federal Marine Mammal Protection Act,
subsistence uses of
harbor seals may be restricted onlyif the population is declared depleted. Although injured by
the spill, the population has not been so classified. Consequently, any conservation actions on
the partof Alaska Native hunters can only be undertaken voluntarily.
The overall goals of this
project were to work cooperatively
with subsistence huntersto involve them in marine mammal
management, andto develop on ongoing exchangeof information (includingtraditional
ecological knowledge) and consensus building between hunters, scientists, agencies
and
regarding appropriate actions to take to assist in the recovery of harbor seals. The Division of
Subsistence of the Alaska Departmentof Fish and Game was the lead agency forthis project.
The AlaskaNative Harbor Seal Commission (ANHSC) was a full partnerin the project. The
University of Alaska Marine Advisory Program wasalso a collaborator.
In federal Fiscal Years 1997 and 1998, the project had seven objectives. Thesewere: 1)
Continue and expand a community-based program to collect biological
samples and other
information from harbor sealsin Prince William Sound, lowerCook Inlet, and the Kodiak Island
area; 2) Collect biological samples and other information from harbor seals harvested by
subsistence hunters in nine communities: Tatitlek, Chenega Bay, Cordova, Valdez,Seldovia,
Akhiok; 3) Utilizing the services of the Alaska Native
Port Graham, Nanwalek, Old Harbor, and
Harbor Seal Commission, communicate information about results of harbor seal
studies to
hunters and scientists on a regular basis; 4) Expand the Harbor Seal Traditional Knowledge
Database (an objective for FFY97 only); 5 ) Collaboratively produce recommendationsfor
subsistence users of harbor seals;6) Evaluate the program’s effectiveness and develop
a more
long-term funding plan for ANHSC activities and the biological sampling program;and 7)
Involve Youth AreaWatch participants in the biosampling training.
Regarding Objectives 1 and2, the biological sampling program, a training manual,
data
collection form, and training video were developed during the pilot phase
of the project in FY 96.
These were distributed tothe seal hunters and biosamplerswho also participated in training
workshops and demonstrations. Through July 1998,13 such sessions had occurred,with over
100 participants. Participants in the Youth Area Watch program were also trained
as
biosamplers (Objective 7).
Through September 1998,samples from 119 subsistence-taken harbor seals were
preserved and distributed for analyses. Most were providedby hunters from Prince William
Sound. The quality of the samples was very high. Stomachs are being analyzedfor prey
identification, teeth for aging, whiskersfor stable isotope analysis, brain and
other tissue for
stable isotope analysis, blubberfor fatty analysis,skin for genetic analysis, reproductivetracts for
reproductive analysis, andskulls for morphometric examination. Additionally, heart,liver,
kidney, blubber, and skeletal muscletissues were archivedfor future contamination analysis. A
data management system, based on an established databasefor marine mammals at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks Museum,was being developed. The biosampling program
proved viable becauseit involved a partnership between hunters and
scientists who have the
common goal to answer questions regarding the healthof harbor seal population. The
V

involvement of theANHSC andthe Youth Area Watch program were
critical to this success. A
focus of the training
and demonstrations was to encourage and re-enforcea concept of
stewardship in the
communities, especially among the youth, so that the sampling and other
research efforts become long range goals.
Regarding Objective 4 (traditional knowledge), Division of Subsistence staff undertook
research in PrinceWilliam Sound (Cordova, Valdez,Tatitlek, Chenega Bay) and lower Cook
Inlet (Seldovia, Port Graham,Nanwalek) communities, interviewinghunters about winter
distribution and abundance of harbor seals, changes indistribution and abundance,seasonal use
of haulouts, and factors that may beaffecting seal abundance. Mapping harbor seal harvest
locations also took place. The results of these interviews will be incorporated into the Whiskers!
database when funding is available in thefuture. The existing database was demonstrated at the
workshops. Seal take location data were entered intoa GIS database, and mapsproduced, which
appeared in theprevious annual report for this project.
Regarding Objectives 3,5, and 6 (communications anddevelopment of
recommendations), the ANHSC organizedone workshop in FY 97and another in FY 98,each
attended by over 30 community representatives,scientists, and resource managementagency
staff. These provided excellent forums for theexchange of information, including traditional
knowledge. Among the recommendations developed were1) continue the biosampling program;
2) continue work towards developing a co-management plan for harbor seals; 3) support harvest
assessment programs; 4) develop a long-term funding plan for theANHSC; and5 ) obtain seats
for subsistence users on the Alaska RegionalScientific Review Group forharbor seals.
Additionally, community meetings took place which featuredthe goals of the biosampling
program and the objectives of the ANHSC.
The ANHSC has madesubstantial progress in securing other funding sources. For
federal Fiscal Year 1997 and FY 98, a congressional appropriation was receivedthrough the
National Marine Fisheries Service. Also,an ANILCA Title VI11 grant was received through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in FY 97. A number of possibilities for continued funding of the
biosampling program were identified, alfhough additional efforts will be necessaryto secure
funding.
The report concludes that notable steps were taken over thecourse of this five year
project. These included establishment of the AlaskaNative Harbor SealCommission as a full
partner in theproject, the development of thebiological sampling program, the
production of a
training manual and video,the beginning of a viable data management system, holding training
workshops, enhanced communications between subsistence users and scientists through
workshops and newsletters, the collection and organization of new data on subsistence uses and
traditional knowledge of harbor seals, and the building of a commitment amongsubsistence
users and scientists to work together towards the commongoals of harbor seal restoration and
conservation.
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of this five-year project was to support collaboration between subsistence
hunters of harbor seals, scientists, and resource management agencies in assessing the factors
which have affected the recovery of the harbor seal population of the oil spill area and to identify
ways to reduce these impacts. Populations of harbor seals were injured as a result of the Exxon
Valdez oil spill. The harbor sealpopulations of Prince William Sound and the northern Gulf of
Alaska were in decline before the oil spill for unknown reasons. The spill compounded this
decline; an estimated 300 seals died (Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council [EVOSTC]
1994a:III-9). According to the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Plan (EVOSTC 1994b:44,52;
1996:8), harbor seals have not recoveredfrom these oil spill injuries (EVOSTC 1996).
As justnoted, the causes of the pre-spill decline in harborseal populations and the
continuing lack of recovery are poorly understood. According to a review in the report prepared
by Kelly et al. (1995) for Project 94244 (see Appendix K in Fall etal. 1995), among the potential
factors are reductions in prey species, commercial harvests (ended in 1972), predator control and
bounty programs (ended in 1972), andincidental mortality in commercial fisheries, as well as
EVOS mortality. Alaska Native hunting of harbor seals is not viewed as a cause of this decline
or the lack of recovery.
Subsistence is an injured natural resource service which has also yet to hlly recover from
the effects of the oilspill (EVOSTC 1996:20-21). Harbor seals are a primary subsistence
resource in the Alaska Native communities of the oil spill region (Wolfe and Mishler 1993, 1994,
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998). Harvests of harbor seals declined in many communities after the
EVOS because of the reduced population size, concerns about oil contamination, and voluntary
efforts on the part of hunters to limit their harvests to aid in recovery.
As shown in Table 1,Table 2, and Figure 1, subsistence harvests of harbor seals in the oil
spill area have rebounded somewhat since their sharp decline in 1989. However, as of 1997,
subsistence harvests remained wellbelow pre-spill levels, especially among Prince William
Sound communities. Since 1992, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of
Subsistence, has conducted a harvest assessment program forharbor seals under a contract with
the National Marine Fisheries Service. Table 2 and Figure 2 report results for the communities
of Prince William Sound, lower Cook Inlet, and the Kodiak Island area. Overall, the take of
harbor seals (harvested and struck and lost) averaged about 650 animals from 1992 to 1994 and
about 500 animals from 1995 to 1997. Subsistence takes were lower inthe last three years in
Prince William Sound and lower CookInlet, but were relativelystable in the Kodiak Island area.
In order to address the injury to harbor seals and to subsistence uses, the Exxon Valdez
Oil Spill Trustee Council funded restoration projects in federal Fiscal Year 1994 (FY 94) (No.
94244) and FY 95 (95244) to cooperatively assess the relationships between the population
trends of harbor seals (and seaotters) in Prince William Sound and lower Cook Inlet, the oil
spill, and subsistence harvests (Alaska Sea Otter Commission 1995, Fall 1995). This was,
essentially, the first phase of this five-year effort. The project design recognized that
conservation measures would best bedeveloped through a cooperative process involving hunters,
biologists, and management agency personnel. Further, such a process would have to be based
upon a shared understanding of the available data and conservationgoals. Under the terms of the
federal Marine Mammal Protection Act,
only AlaskaNatives may hunt marine mammals, including
harbor seals, for subsistencepurposes and to create handicrafts. Hunting must be conducted in a
1

non-wastefulmanner. The Act further specifiesthat authorizedNative taking of marine mammals
may not berestricted unless a marine mammal population has become depleted. Although injured
by the oil spill, the harbor seal population of the Gulf of Alaska has not been declared depleted.
Any conservation efforts on the part of Alaska Native hunters are still voluntary. Thus, the
overall goal of the project became to work cooperatively with subsistence hunters to involve
them in marine mammal management and to develop an ongoing exchange of information and
consensus building. Decisions regarding such efforts can only be reached through organizations
that are endorsed by the marine mammal hunting communities themselves.
In what was perhaps the most notable result of the process initiated by the first phase of
this project, harbor seal hunters and users themselves formed the Alaska Native Harbor Seal
Commission (ANHSC) in 1995. The ANHSC took on the task of participating in harbor seal
conservation, recovery, and co-management on behalf of Alaska Native subsistence users of
harbor seals.
The goals and objectives for Restoration Projects 96244,97244, and 98244, the second
phase of the five year project, focused specifically on harbor seals. These goals and objectives
were based primarily on the recommendations of the two major workshops organized under
Restoration Projects 94244 and 95244. The ANHSC, representing the interests of the
subsistence users of harbor seals, became a full partner in the project beginning in FY96,filling a
major gap that was identified at the workshops. The involvement of the ANHSC was facilitated
through a professional services contract with ADF&G (IHP-96-016). In summary, the primary
premise upon which this project was based is that restoration of harbor seal populations will be
facilitated by developing the involvement of subsistence users in researchand management
activities, through facilitating the integration of traditional knowledge in scientific studies, and
by supporting a sense of stewardship for natural resources in local communities.
OBJECTIVES

Project objectives in FY 97 and FY 98 for this project included:
1. Continue the community-based program to collect biological samples and other information
from harbor seals in Prince William Sound andthe northern Gulf of Alaska, which involved

hunters from Cordova, Tatitlek, Chenega Bay, Valdez, Seldovia, Nanwalek,Port Graham,
Akhiok, and Old Harbor. This objective involved expanding the pilot project developed in FY
96 to include Valdez and the Kodiak Island communities of Akhiok and OldHarbor.
a. Train local technicians and hunters in biological sample collection procedures.
b. Design the program to maximize sampling for efficiency and coordination with other
harbor seal projects.
c. Evaluate the program’s effectiveness and develop a more long-term funding plan.
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Table 1. Estimated Subsistence Harvestsof Harbor Seals, 1982 1991

1982
Chenega Bay
Tatitlek

I

1983

155

I

Estimated Numberof Harbor Seals Harvested:'
1984 I 1985 1986 I 1987 I 1988 I 1989 I 1990

I

186

28

1991

57

114 76 113 473 393

Nanwalek
Port Graham

27
17

18
30

29
34

89
66
56
156
96

Akhiok
Karluk
Larsen Bay
Old Harbor
Ouzinkie

16

I

6
24

13
7
26
45
34

8

10

17

27

127
46
67

24

26

9
10

1

* Blank cells indicate that no data are available

Source: Scott et al. 1998
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Table 2. Estimated Subsistence Takesof Harbor Seals, 1992 1997

63
6 ; 153
161 126
4
25

42
156
146
30

44

21

46

16

147
111
21

a3

2;

122

46
17

31
1401

65
49
17

340

271 357

354

191

6 ; 197

243

61

2;

91

I

p I
Miok
Karluk

Kodiak
Lame" Bay
Old Harbor
Ouzinkie
Port Lam

79
20
17
37
7
87

34

23

31
6

0

16
6
5

72

56

13

15
8

22

10
6
8
66
41

8
13
€4
33

37

26

172

24
23

0

1

24

I1

23
0; 4
6 1 16

62

6I

4

5
28
9
11

01

I
I

22
16
3

6

67

47

7;
01

5
35
9

01

11

12
15
9
15

I
01

6

112
56
2

2 I 114
0 : 56
01
2

158

223

9 1 232

I
I

114

17
4
185

I

475

3

21 I 4%

474

271 M1

465

31 I 516

Figure 1. Estimated Subsistence Harvests of Harbor Seals, 10 Alaska Native
Communities of Three Oil Spill Areas
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Figure 2. Estimated Subsistence Take of Harbor Seals, Prince William Sound,
Lower Cook Inlet, and Kodiak Island Area, 1992 1997
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2. Collect biological samples and other information from harbor seals harvested by subsistence
hunters in nine communities: Tatitlek, Chenega Bay, Cordova, Valdez, Seldovia, Port Graham,
Nanwalek, Akhiok, and Old Harbor. Provide these samples to researchers for analyses.
a. Collect information about the number, sex, approximate age and place and date of harvest
for harbor seals taken in eachvillage.
b. Collect biological samples to beanalyzed in cooperation with other harbor seal projects,
including blubber, whiskers, skin, female reproductive tracts, and stomachs.
c. Store samples in a community freezer and periodically ship samples to Anchorage for
further processing and distribution for analysis.
3. Utilizing the services of the Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission, communicate
information about results of harbor seal studies to hunters and scientists on a regular basis
through meetings, workshops, and newsletters.

a. Conduct annual workshops in conjunction with a meeting of the ANHSC, which include
hunters from oil spill communities, harbor seal biologists, and agency representatives, to
review recent findings about harbor seals and discuss important issues.
b. Conduct one meeting peryear in each of the communities participating in the biological
sampling program for hunters and scientists to review and integrate scientific information
and traditional knowledge.
c. Produce two informational newsletters per year describing results of harbor seals studies,
ongoing harbor seal research, and community involvement.

4. Update the Harbor Seal Traditional Knowledge Database (“Whiskers!”) and continue to
provide access to the database by potential users. This objective was dropped in the final year of
the project (FY 98) as a budget-reduction measure.
a. Incorporate information obtained from ongoing research efforts by the Division of
Subsistence ADF&G, as part of National Marine Fisheries Service-sponsored research and
Division of Subsistence baseline studies.
b. Collect new information from hunters about topics such as: harvest locations; winter
distribution of seals and abundance; changes in distribution and abundance; seasonal use of
haulouts; and observations about factors that may be affecting abundance, such as human
activities or killer whales.
c. Incorporate information collected during other Trustee Council-funded restoration
projects, such as96052 (Community Involvement and Traditional Knowledge) and 96214
(Harbor Seal Video), and make sure that data from the current project are available to
support these other restoration efforts.
d. Demonstrate the use of the database during the Harbor Seal Commission workshop, and
make the database available to potential users such as local communities, schools,
subsistence hunters, and scientists.
e. Prepare maps of subsistence harvest locations in Prince WilliamSound and lower Cook
Inlet, which depict data collected during this project.
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5. Collaboratively produce recommendations for subsistence users of harbor seals which derive
from study findings and the discussions at community meetings and workshops.
a. Base these recommendations on traditional knowledge, contemporary observations, and
scientific findings.
b. Develop recommendations at workshops and community meetings.
6. Evaluate the program’s effectiveness and develop a more long-term funding plan for ANHSC
activities and the biological sampling program.
7. Coordinate with the Youth Area Watch Program(Project 97/98210) to involve participants in
that program in biological sampling and workshops.
METHODS

Objectives 1 and 2: Biological Sampling Program
The following procedures were followed to achieve Objectives 1 and 2, the Biological
Sampling Program. It should be noted thatthe Division of Subsistence received funding from
the National Marine Fisheries Service for FFY 96 todevelop a similar sampling program in
southeast Alaska, the Aleutian Islands, and the Bristol Bay region. These two programs were
fully coordinated, with the same procedures being used in each.The NMFS-funded project did
not continue beyond its first year.
Kate Wynne, a marine mammal biologist with University of Alaska Sea Grant Marine
Advisory Program, was contracted through a reimbursable services agreement (RSA) with the
ADF&G in FY 97 todevelop the training and coordinate the sampling components of this
project. She was assisted by Vicki Vanek, a veterinarian on the staff of the Division of
Subsistence. Vanek was the lead for the biosampling program in FY 98.
1. Training. Wynne and Vanek compiled protocols, synthesized these into usable formats,

developed data forms, labels, sampling kits, and a database, and incorporated instructions for
their use into a training program.
Instruction. Village-based technicians, ANHSC personnel, YouthArea Watch participants,
and ADF&G staff attended a full-day regional sampling training session in either Cordova
(for Cordova, Tatitlek, and Chenega Bay), Homer (for Seldovia, Port Graham, and
Nanwalek), or Kodiak (for Old Harbor and Akhiok) during which Wynne and/or Vanek
(assisted at time by M. Riedel of the ANHSC) provided a detailed explanation of project
goals, and the significance and use of data to be collected; distributed sampling kits;
explained and demonstrated sampling techniques and use of equipment; and distributed
written and graphic instructional materials to take to villages. It was intended that hunters
be informed of program objectives and specific sampling requirements through
communication with village technicians and other project personnel andthrough written,
graphic, and video instructional materials.

6

2. Training materials.

Manual and Data Form: Wynneand Vanek produced and distributed a training manual.
This appears as Appendix A inFall et al. 1997. The manual includes step-by-step diagrams
and visual guides. The data form used by the hunters and samplers is included as Appendix
A in this report.
ExamDles: At the training sessions, participants worked on an actual animal, filling in data
forms and labels.

Video: A training video, based mostly upon the first Cordova training session, was
produced by ADF&G, and distributed. The video includes information about the project
rationale and objectives, current research and population declines, andthe significance and
use of data to be collected. It follows with a demonstration on how to fill in data forms and
labels and how to use sampling kits and supplies.
3. Sample collections

Technicians. The plan was to hire a village-based technician in each programcommunity,
whose responsibilities were to take samples from seals taken by participating hunters, record
data as requested, assure access to freezer and sampling supplies, notify Wynne or Monica
Riedel (ANHSC chair) when supplies were low or the freezer nearly full, and load and ship
coolers with samples to Anchorage.
Kev hunters. The ideal was to find at least two hunters per village who were willing to
provide subsistence taken seals from which the technicians could take samples,and record
data as requested.
Samde size and distribution: It was projected that an average of 10 sampled animals per
community would be achieved, for a total of about 90 - 100 animals.
Tissues to becollected. The plan was for a minimal sample to be collected by technicians in
each village with relative ease and subsequently sub-sampled in Anchorage to provide the
suite of tissue samples required. Technicians and hunters were trained to record information
about harvest location and the animals’ sex, evidence of tags or markers, andstandard
measures of length and girth. Technicians were trained to collect the whole head (with hide
and blubber intact); stomach (after tying off both ends); fist-sized samples ofliver, heart,
and kidney; female reproductive tract; and claws. Although collecting the reproductive
tracts and claws was highlydesirable, it was expected that they would becollected
opportunistically only from those hunters willing to dedicate extra effort required to collect
them. Specific sampling procedures were described in the training manual, and are depicted
in Appendix A and inthe training video.
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4. Sample analysis. Figure 3 provides a summary of the research programs involved in the

tissue analysis. It is expected that participating scientists will acknowledge in anyreports and
publications the role of the ANHSC in facilitating the biological samplingprogram.
4. Data management and reporting. Biological data collected from this program were managed
and maintained in a data base using software thatis easily translated or integrated withsoftware

used by other agencies and organizations. The results of the sample analyses were reported at
ANHSC workshops, the restoration workshops in 1997 and 1998,and will be summarized into a
readily understandable report that will be provided to all the project participants. See below for
discussion of efforts to integrate project data with the UAF Museum Archive.
UAF. Mike Cartellini
blubber

B1UbberCOmpOs”On.
mndition

Fafty atid
Dalhouria U.. 5.Ivanon

Analysis

Douglas. AK
ADFLLG, L. Jemison

Each

ADFbG

i

H
Skin b
Mvtde

La J d l a CA.
NMFS, S W C

MealumenU

Fairbanks, AK
WAF Museum

Figure 3. EVOS Project 244: Sample Distribution and Chain of Responsibility

(As of 7/98)

Objective 4: Traditional Knowledge Database
The collection and organization of traditional knowledgeabout harbor seals was a study
objective in FY 96 and FY 97 but not in FY 98. A summary of activities related to this objective
in both FY 96 and FY97 appears in the previous annual report (Fall et al. 1997:s) and will not be
repeated in detail here. In short, Division of Subsistence staff who had previousexperience in
conducting this type of research, conducted interviews with seal hunters in Prince William Sound
and lower Cook Inlet communities to collect and review information on harborseals. This work
was integrated into the ongoing harvest assessmentresearch being conductedby the division
8

under contract with NMFS. The interviews focused on such topics as harvest locations, winter
distribution and abundance, changesin distribution and abundance, seasonal use of haulouts, and
observations of factors that may be affecting seal abundance. Opportunities to collect
information also arose throughProject 96214, Prince William SoundHarbor Seal Hunting
Documentary, which resulted inthe production of a video entitled “Alutiiq Pride: A Story of
Subsistence,” which debuted during the March 1997workshop in Cordova.
The ANHSC played a consultation and reviewrole in this traditional knowledge
objective. Plans to conduct interviews were reviewed atan ANHSC workshop. In FY 96 and
FY 97, Division personnel demonstratedthe use of the database at other ANHSC workshops.
Drafts of harvest area maps were displayed and discussed ata workshop as well.
The results of these interviews,plus those from the two previous restoration projects,
ongoing National Marine Fisheries Service-sponsored research,and division baseline studies,
will be included in the next updateof the database called Whiskers! (which uses the askSam
program), first developed in FY95. The database is available in a read-only format to potential
users. Craig Mishler, the coordinator of the division’s harbor seal and sea lion harbor assessment
program (funded by NMFS), providedtechnical assistance in the organization of the database.
In FY 96 and FY 97,division researchers also interviewedharbor seal hunters concerning
harvest locations, including animals that were shot and retrieved and those that were struck and
lost. The collection of this information was addedto an ongoing harvest assessment effort
conducted by the division undercontract to the National Marine Fisheries Service. Harvest
location data were entered intoa GIS database developed by Charles Utermohle of the Division
of Subsistence, ADF&G (Fall et al. 1997:Table 2). Maps were prepared by ADF&G
cartographer Carol Bamhill andappear as Figure 2 and Figure 3 in Fall et al. (1997).
Objectives 3,5, and 6: Communications, Recommendations, and Evaluation
Objectives 3,5,and 6, communication of study findings, development of
recommendations, project evaluation, and developmentof a long-term funding plan, were
approached as a collaborative effort through a contract betweenADF&G and the Alaska Native
Harbor Seal Commission.
1. The ANHSC organized two workshops,one each in FY96 andFY 97, held in conjunction

with meetings of the ANHSC. The first took place inCordova in March 1997and the second
took place in Kodiak in March1998. Because the commission was limited to one
representative from each region whichuses harbor seals (southeast Alaska, the Chugach
Region, Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Bristol Bay, and
Aleutidribilofs), participation in the
workshops was expanded to include hunters from spill area communities. These workshops
were modeled after those heldunder Projects 94244,95244, and 96244, which involved
review of information by scientists and subsistencehunters. A goal of the workshops was the
discussion of potentialrecommendations for subsistencehunters concerning how they can
support efforts to restore harborseal populations.
2. Two workshop summaries were written and distributed. They provide overviews of findings
from harbor seal research and ANHSCactivities. (These appear as appendices to thisreport:
see below.)
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Objective 7. Involvement of Youth Area Watch Participants
The basicapproach was to involve Youth Area Watch participants in biosampling training
sessions and in the workshops.

RESULTS
Biosampling Program
Training Manual and Data Form
As noted above, Kate Wynneand Vicki Vanek produceda training manual, which
appears as Appendix A in the annual report for FY 96 (Fall et al. 1997). The manual was
provided to all seal hunters and biosamplers who participated in the project. The standard data
collection form appearsas Appendix A in thisreport.
Training Video
A training video entitled “Harbor Seal Biosampling” was produced in FY 96. It is
approximately 68 minutes in length. Most of the video was filmed during the training session in
Cordova in November 1995. Approximately 40 copies of the video were distributed as of
September 1998. The video also aired on the Alaska Rural Communications Service on April 17
and April 21,1996.
Training and Demonstration Workshous
Table 3 provides a summary of the training and demonstration workshops conducted as
part of this project. In total, 14 workshops and demonstrations took place in 8 different
locations, involving over 110 individuals from most communities of the spill region with
subsistence uses of harbor seals. The accompanying insert on the next page is an example of an
announcement that was distributed for one of the early training sessions. It should be noted that
some workshops served as “refreshers” for people already involved in the program. Two
examples of a workshop summaryproduced for a community newsletter appear in the next two
inserts. Plate 1 and Plate 2 illustrate activities at two of the workshops.
A distinction can be made between “training workshops” and “demonstration workshops”
although in practice there was overlap between the two. Indeed, attendance at a demonstration
served as the first step towards a commitment as a biosampler. “Training workshops” were
meant to fully train one or more individuals to collect biological samples independently. An
emphasis was placed on “hands on” involvement by the participants in the sampling procedures.
The primary goalof demonstration workshops was to inform participants about the goals and
procedures of the biosampling program as a first step towards more involvement in the program,
especially foryoung people, although hands on instruction took place at most of the
demonstrations as well. An emphasis was also placed on promoting traditional values and local
stewardship. In practice, there was a range in the level of participation in many of the
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workshops, with some participants acquiring adequate knowledge and skills as biosamplers and
others who observed the activities and learned about the program.
Of particular note is the
HARBOR SEAL BIDSAMPLING
combination of scientific instruction with
TRAINING
Alaska Nativetraditions during the
November 18. 1996
9amto5pm
workshops. For example, the workshop in
Cordova in January 1997 featured a
UAF FISH TECH CENTER
NEAR ISLAND. KODlAK
performance bythe Tatitlek Alutiiq
Dancers of the “Quyaana Song” to thank
SPONSORED BY: ALASKA NATIVE HARBOR SEAL
COMMISSION, & ADFSG SUBSISTENCE DIVISION
the seal for giving itself to the subsistence
hunter. During the Dig Afognak Spirit
FUNDED BY:
EXXON VALDEZ TRUSTEE COUNCIL
Camp in June 1997, camp counselor
INSTRUCTOR:
KATE W N N E . MARINE MAMMAL
SPECIALIST
Teacon Simeonoffexplained several
Alaska Native traditions to show respect to
FACILITATOR:
MONICA RIEDEL. CHAIR, ANHSC
the seal. These included: making a hole
PARTICIPANTS: HUNTERS FROM AKHIOK OLD
in the head to release the spirit; pointing
HARBOR, VALDEZ
YOUTH INVITED FROM KODlAK
the head towards the land so that the seal
TRIBE
could not reportits capture to its relatives;
PLEASE CALL MONICA RIEDEL AT 907-424-5882 IF YOU
and giving the seal a drink of fresh water
HAVE QUESTIONS OR NEED ANY ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
to thank it and send iton its .ioumev
comfortably. The goal was to enhance the participants’ commitment through both an
understanding of the scientific goals and a grounding in the Alaska Native cultural traditions
which subsistence uses of marine mammals support.
SamDle Collection. Distribution. and Analysis
Table 4 provides a list of samples collected during the project through September 1998.
Samples from a total of 119 animals were taken, with a full suite of samples from 84 of these and
a partial set of samples from the other 35. A large majority of the sampled seals (104 animals;
87.4 percent) were from Prince William Sound orthe waters near Cordova. Samples were also
obtained from seven seals (5.9 percent) from lower Cook Inlet andeight seals (6.7 percent) from
the Kodiak archipelago. See the “Discussion” section, below, for the disposition of samples
from these animals and an overview of analyses conducted on these samples.
Data Management andDatabase Development
Biological data for each animal from which samples were taken wererecorded on forms
which allowed for standardization of data with other harvest-sampling programs. Through mid
FY98, these forms were supplied in paper copies only. An objective for FY98 was the
development of an electronic version of this form, as recommended during the EVOS scientific
review committee’s review of this project in October 1997. Work on this electronic form was
still in progress as of September 1998. Sample label and freezer log forms were developed to
assure adequate sample tracking. Each animal received a unique numberthat was tied to the
UAF Museum Archive numbering system. The number was assigned before anysubsampling
occurred so that all parts were linked to the appropriate animal and couldbe easily tracked.

To: The Native Village of Eyak for the January Newsletter
From: The Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission (ANHSC)
On January 13" and 14" the ANHSC conducted a hunters meeting and biosampling training for 12
high school and some elementary kids. 3 kids came over from Tatitlek Angela Totemoff, Molly
Moore, and Michell Vlasoff; 3 kids from Chenega: A.J. Kompkoff, Michael Paulson, and Stacy
Evanoff, 8 kids from Cordovajoined in on the biosampling. Thekids were Jacob McDaniel,
Jordan Kompkoff, Liam and Diana Riedel, Jenny Totemoff, Will Osborn, Sheira Jensen, and Iris
O'Brien stopped in. Some of the hunters that same were: Jim McDaniels, BobLadd, Nena
Totemoff, Cliff Olson,Stan Makarka, Mark King, and Bob Henrichs.
Jim Totemoff got the seal forthe training and the traditional processing. It was a very special day
and we were blessed with the weather and the seal giving itself to us. We started out the morning
with a prayer of thanks and the kids sang an Alutiiq song of thanks to our ancestors for showing
us proper respect to the animals that sustain us.
Vicki Vanek, a veterinarian from the ADF&G taught the class the scientific methods of recording
the data and taking the samples. Kate Wynne, biologist, helped out also. Jim Totemoff showed
us how to skin the seal and butcher the meat. Monica Riedel talked about the uses for thefur and
about the oil. Liz Friend came down ad showed us how to do the cleaning and braiding of the
intestines and to prepare it for cooking. All of the meat was distributed to local elders and some
of it was takento Chenega.
Overall it was a very good experience and it was video taped for the Youth Area Watch Group
and EVOS Trustee Council as well as photographed for the Anchorage Daily News. There will be
a story on this evensoon in the Anchorage paper.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to Jim Totemoff who without his expert hunting skills
we would not have been able to conduct this mining nor enjoyed sharing of the traditions and all
of the meat.
I wouldalsoliketo
thank GregMeyers and especially Leroy Gilkinson forsetting
processing room, scales, knives, and tables downat Cannery Row.

up the

Just a reminder to put this on your calendars: There will be a joint meeting of the Alaska Sea
Otter Commission and the ANHSC for a marine mammal workshop in Cordova on March 6-7,
1997 at the Masonic [Hall].
Quyana-cak!
Monica Riedel
Chair, ANHSC
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ALASKA NATIVE HARBOR SEALCOMMISSION
Trip Report: April 24-25, 1998
Biosampling Training in Homer for theVillages of:
Port Graham, Nanwalek, and Seldovia and to speak at the Kachemak Bay Conference April 25
On Friday April 25" I arrived in Homer at 1050 a.m. At the airport to meet me were Nick Tanape, Nancy Yeaton,
Anastasia Kvasnikoff, Jolene Kvasnikoff, and Teresa Evans from Nanwalek. Boyd Port, biologist from ADF&G,
was also there. We all drove over to Homer Air to meet the other people from Port Graham and Seldovia, Melvin
Malchoff and Lillian Elvsaas, with two youth, Peter Elvsaas and Chance Collier.
The sealwas delivered to the Pratt Museum's work shop where weheld the training session outside. John Boone
caught the seal for the potlatch and training.
Boyd Porter emphasized the scientific methods andtalked about seal physiology while I helped with teaching how
to fill out the forms, labels, and bagging the samples. Boyd Porter took the seal samples back to Anchorage the
next day.
After the biosampling, the hunters and ladies cut up the seal into cooking portions. The Nanwalek girls cut up the
blubber to make seal oil. The lungs of the seal were given to Jennie Tanape so that she could prepare a delicacy
dish. We later had the opportunity to observe her prepare the specialty.
The next day we were all invited to attend the Kachemak Bay Conference. 1 set up a display poster board with
handouts and results of the biosampling project including the youthparticipation. I later gave a presentation at the
conference. An unplanned event took place during my presentation. The girls from Nanwalek decided to talk
about their experiences biosampling and why it is important to them. All three ofthe girls described an overhead
with the latest counts of samples, to what scientists they aregoing, and how many partial and full sets are in from
each village. They were nervous but madeus all very proud. We also had the privilege to hear the keynote
speaker Chief Elenore McMullen of Port Graham talk about theirwatershed project.
Later that evening we participated in a Potlatch where the whole sealwas cooked and shared with the community.
Respectively submitted by,
Monica Riedel
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Plate 1. Melvin Malchoff, hunter from Port Graham,and Boyd Porter, ADF&G biologist, train
Jolene Kvasnikoff and Teresa Evansof Nanwalek at a biosampling sessionin Homer, 1998

Plate 2. Angela Totemoff and Michelle Vlasoffof Tatitlek assist Vicki Vanekof ADF&G in
measuring a seal at a biosampling session in Cordova, 1997
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Table 3. Biosamping Training Workshops and Demonstrations
Date

I

Location

Project Personns

Number of
Participants

Notes
1
/Video taped for inclusion in the biosampling training
:video

Nynne, Riedel

15

12/1/95/Home1

Nynne, Riedel

4

11/18/96/Kodiak

Nynne, Riedel

8

13-14/1997 /Cordova

Nynne. Vanek.
3iedel

12

:Conducted in association with the Youth AreaWatch
:program.

7-9/1997
jNanwalek

ilanek. Riedel

8

:Conducted as part of "Nanwalek Seaweek"

26-28/1997 /Afognak
:Island'

ledel

11-13/1997 /Afognak
:Island'

Janek

25

:Conducted as pad of KANA'S "DigAfognak" spirit
:camp

l/9-10/1998 /Seward

Janek. Riedel

13

/Conducted as part of Youth Area Watch Program:
/about 12 students and 1 hunter participated

l/13-14/1998 jValdez

Janek

12

lConducled as part of Youth Area Watch Program

7iedel

12

:Youth from the Eyak Institute were trained: Cordova
;hunter Jim Totemoff assisted Riedel in the training

iiedel. Boyd
'orter (ADFBG)

9

/Held in conjundion with the Kachemak Bay
:Conference: the Prall Museum hosted the training
[session.

11~8/95!~ordova

2/1/98iCordova

22

:Conducted as part of Kodiak Area Native Association'

:(KANA)"Dig Afognak" spirit camp

!

24-25/1998

!Homer

16-18/1998 jSitkalidak
Wand'
7/22/98(Kodiak
8/1/981Cordova

/anek. Riedel

40

lanek

1

Ziedel

cl

/Conducted as part of KANA'S spirit camp

!

-

/Photgraphed by National Geographic Magazine
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Table 4. Summary of Harbor Seal Biosamples Collected, as of 9/30/98
Prince William SoundlLower Cook InleVKodiak Island
Sampled
Seals

ofCommunity
Number
Partial Set
Chenega Bay
Nuciiq
Cordova
Tatitlek
Valdez

TOTAL

3

4
2

0

21
41
4

0
29
0

Seward
Nanwalek
Port Graham
Seldovia

0
5

0
I

0
1

0
0

Afognak Island
Akhiok
Old Harbor
Port Lions

1
3

0

I

1

1

1

0

GRAND
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Biological data collected from this program were managed and maintainedin a data base
using Microsoft Excel software. This database was centrally maintained by ADF&G, with
copies to pertinent agencies, such as NMFS and the ANHSC. Additionally, as part of Project
99245 (the continuation of this project), ADF&G (Vanek) will collate the results of the sample
analysis into a readilyunderstandable newsletter, that will be provided to all the project
participants.
In FY98, steps were taken to enhance this database, as recommended by the EVOS
scientific review committee, but these were incomplete as of September 1998. These initiatives
will continue in FY 99 under Restoration Project 99245. These include:
a. Development of an electronic data form (see above). This will facilitate
communication of information and incorporation of sample data into databases.
b. Enhancement of UAF Museum database for back-up tracking, to include information
on the biosampled seals, such as the names of researchers who received samples and
identification of the sample with this program (see directly below).
c. Development of an electronic form that summarizes all information from samples
from a particularanimal.
d. Development of a biannual biosample status report. Presently there is no automatic
system in place for researchers to return the results of their analyses or to update other
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participants on their activities and progress. This will be an electronic form to be
submitted every six months by each researcher who receives biosamples from this
project.
e. Assisting the Youth Area Watch Program in developing a curriculum that incorporates
biosample collection and study results. This will initially include developing a limited set
of classroom lessons that illustrate the application of length, weight, sex, location, timing,
and stomach content data.
Enhancement of the University of Alaska Museum Database'
[Note: In late FY 98, the ANHSC entered into a subcontract with the University of
Alaska Museum to assist the museum in the funding of a programmer to accomplish two tasks:
1) move the present programming into software that is more compliant to web-initiated queries,
and 2) implement the new structures into the database. The co-principal investigators asked
Gordon Jarrell of the museum to contribute a summary of the museum's goals for this final
report. These activities will continue into FY99 under a new project, 99245.1
The Mammal Collection at the University of Alaska Museum is working to make the
results of scientific research using ANHSC specimens more accessible to ANHSC contributors
and to the general public by refining the collection database to support queries about particular
projects. Such queries could be initiated from the Museum's World Wide Website
(www.uaf.alaska.edu/cgi-bidmsearch?) which already supports queries about the general nature
of catalogued specimens.
Users of the collection are required to provide explanations of their projects*and to do
this inparticular detail when their research involves analyses that partially consume specimens
(e.g., biochemical procedures). We also ask that researchers provide results of their specimenbased work, usually upon publication. Thus, there is substantial information about specimen use
on file, but the body of this information is not electronically linked to information about
particular specimens (Le., the catalog) or toinformation about the source of particular specimens
(e.g., the ANHSC).
Such a linkage is well within the capabilities of modem relational database management
systems. For example, several aspects of collection management are already incorporated into
the collection's relational database. Permit reports are generated with a query that takes permit
number from the accession table and individual specimen records from the catalog based on
accession number. Similarly, in the tissue table, records represent individual cryo-tubes, and in
the object-location table, records represent bar-code scans. This is a relatively simple relational
system evolved from the database's single-flat-file legacy.
Our intent is to migrate into a system compliant with the architecture at UC Berkeley's Museum
of Vertebrate Zoology, a project which NSF is supporting (DBI 9630909). We have
implemented their structure, complete with all tables, indexes, relations, and rules in Visual

' This section was provided by Gordon Jarrell, mammal collection manager at the University of Alaska Fairbanks
Museum.
'See: \rww.uaf.alaska.edu/mureum/mammal~a~s.html
and Hluw.uaf.alaska.cdu/museum/a0uringhtml)
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FoxPro and offer “MVZ for VFP”’ to anyone interested in workingwith a PC version of MVZ’s
substantial effort. In consultation with the architects of MVZ’s structure, we have added a
“projects layer” that will relateaccessions and loans to research results (in the form of
publications and abstracts) and thereby incorporate information on “supported projects” into our
information structure. A similar “project” structure is inthe Collections & Research Information
System (CRIS) at the National Museum of Natural History (Smithsonian) and being incorporated
in the ‘‘02” Project, another NSF-supported system at Kansas Museum of Natural History.
Migration of ourdata and user interfaces for the FoxPro version are our major challenges,
but we now have a defined pathwayfrom our legacy database to MVZ’s more relational
structures. Support from the ANHSC is being used for migrationof data into the new structure.
When this is completed, we will needto develop a web interface (CGI) for a summary database
(or bring parts of the primary database on line with read-onlyaccess).
Expanding the scope ofthe database in this way increases the utility and visibility of the
collection, and credits contributors. The US Minerals Management Service, the Aleut Marine
Mammal Commission, and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game have also encouraged us to
provide such information. The marine mammal holdings at UAM are an international scientific
resource that includes the results of such projects as the AEC’s Amchitka sea otter studies, the
EVOS sea otters, and seals from the Outer Continental Environmental Shelf Environmental
Assessment Project (OCESEAP). Electronic access to thismaterial attracts requests from
researchers all over the world.
Workshops and Other Meetings
Table 5 provides a summary of the major data review and exchange workshops which
were fully or partially supported through this project over its five-year duration. Details on the
workshops prior toFY 97 appear intwo earlier annual reports (Fall 1995, Fall et al. 1997).
The annual workshop for FY97 took place in Cordova on March 6 -8, 1997. Appendix B
provides a detailed summary of this very successful event. This meeting was held jointly with
the Alaska Sea Otter Commission, which resulted in representationfrom a large number of
communities from southeast, southcentral, and southwest Alaska. Among other topics discussed,
M. Castellini and B. Fadely gavea report on the analysis of seal blubber samples supplied so far
by this project and Patricia Cochran of the Alaska Native Science Commission provided an
overview on some traditional knowledge initiatives. There were extensive reports from each
community representative. A highlight of this workshop occurred during the evening of the first
day. Following a community potluck, the video “Alutiiq Pride: A Story of Subsistence” was
viewed. This was the first public screening of the video outside of Tatitlek, the community
featured in the production. The video, funded by the EVOS Trustee Council under Project
Number 96214, depicts subsistence seal hunting in Prince William Sound.
The annual workshop for FFY 98 took place in Kodiak on March 26 - 28, 1998.
Appendix C is a detailed summaryof this lively meeting, whichfeatured a great deal of
exchange of scientific and traditional knowledge. Portions of this meeting during which
traditional knowledge was shared werevideotaped (see discussion of traditional knowledge,
below). Additionally, a panel, consisting of Laurie Jemison (ADF&G), Kate Wynne (UAF),
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Monica Riedel (ANHSC), and Vicki Vanek (ADF&G) provideda detailed overview of the
biosampling program. Other primary topics included a review of subsistence harvest data, an
overview of the most recent stock assessments including the concept of potential biologist
removal (PBR), and co-management agreements.
Table 5. Information Exchange Workshops Conducted as Part of Restoration Project 244

b !

Location

i

10/7/94

/Anchorage

12

/See Fall 1995:5-6 & Appendix B for a summary;organizational
jworkshop involving state and federal agencies, university researchers,
jthe Alaska Sea Otter Commission,and the Chugach Regional
/Resources Commission

12/2/94

/Anchorage

31

/See Fall et al. 19956-10 & Appendix C for a summary;first workshop
/involving community representatives

3/2/95

:Anchorage

30

/See Fall 1995:lO-15 &Appendix G for a summary;following the
:workshop. community representatives caucusedand voted to form the
/Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission (ANHSC)

9/27/95

/Cordova

10

/See Fall 1995:15-16 for a summary; first workshopheld in conjunction
/with a meeting of the ANHSC

3/5/96

[Anchorage

37

:See Fall et ai. 1997: Appendix C for a summary;first meeting
!organized by the ANHSCand its subcontractor. the Rural Alaska
jcommunity Action Program (RurAL CAP).

9118/96

:Girdwood

20

/See Fall et al. 1997: Appendix D for a summary; held in conjunction
:with the Alaska Science Conference in conformance with its theme
/"Science and Community."

316-8/1997

:Cordova

40

:See Appendix B for Summary; held in conjunctionwith a meeting of the
/ANHSC.

20

/See Appendix C for summary; held in conjunction with a meeting of the
!ANHSC.

!

13/26-28/1997 iKodiak
!

Project personnel participated in several other meetings during which the activities
supported by this project were discussed. M. Riedel and V. Vanek, as well as three ANHSC
commissioners (N. Vlasoff, L. Elvsaas, and S. Simeonoff) participated in the Harbor Seal
Review Session at theEVOS Trustee Council office in Anchorage on November12-13, 1997.
Riedel and Vanek gave anoverview of the biosampling effort and Riedeldescribed the role of
the ANHSC in restoration and co-management. This workshop resulted in several important
recommendations for thebiosampling program which were addressed in the FY 98 activities of
this project.
M. Riedel and V. Vanek participated in restoration workshops in Anchorage in January
1997 and January 1998. At both workshops, Riedel presented informationabout the project
during the poster sessions. In 1998, Vanek and Riedel presented anoverview of the project at
the plenary session; they participated in the workshop on long termmonitoring as well.
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A detailed review ofthe biosampling programtook place at ameeting of the ANHSC in
Fairbanks on June 27-29, 1998. Although the meeting itself was not funded by this project,
project funds supported Vanek’s travel to and participation in the workshop. A summary of this
discussion appears as Appendix D. Two topics in particular were discussed at length. The first
concerned data management procedures. There was general support for the UAF Museum to
continue to serve as the central repositoryof data on samples and studies based on these samples.
It was stressed that the ANHSC needs to be kept informedof requests for samples and the results
of all studies.
The second topic at the Fairbanks meeting wasa discussion of the review of the
biosampling program prepared at the request of the ANHSC by Lori Quakenbush, a research
associate at the University of Alaska School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences. This review is
attached as Appendix E. The review contained10 recommendations, listed in priority order.
There are listed here with responses:
1. Change body length measurement to belly up, straight line distance from the snout to flesh on
the tail.
Originally, the data form requested measuringthe length of the seal four ways: 1) a straight
length with the seal positionedon its back (technically called “standard”), 2) a curvilinear
length with the seal positionedon its back; 3) a straight length with the seal positioned on its
belly, and 4) a curvilinear length withthe seal positioned on its belly. This was done
because, historically, measurements have beentaken each way. Current field research
measuring live animals takesthis measurement withthe seal positioned on its belly,
including EVOS restoration project. Deadanimals are usually measured with the animal on
its back. In the second year ofthe project in orderto accommodate hunters’ requests to
eliminate some of the measurements,the measurement with the animal on its back was
removed fiom the form. This was becausethe only measurements being used by any of the
researchers connected to this project were measurements on the belly. In addition, the
principal investigators consulted withNMFS about this matter, and NMFS responded that
either position would be acceptable. In response to this recommendation, we have gone
back to the original procedure of measuring each animal onthe belly and on the back.
2. Change blubber thickness measurementto include the thickness of the skin.
The blubber thickness measurements, excluding the skin measurement, are a direct request

from one of the EVOS restoration project principal investigators (B. Fadely). When the
biosampling program expands beyondit primary connection to EVOS restoration, this
measurement can be changedto include the skin thickness if deemedappropriate.
Additional wording will be addedto the form to clarify that the skin has been included.

3. Record the total number of seals harvested in as many villages as possible.
As noted above, this information has been collected by ADF&G through a contract with
NMFS. (See Table 2, above.) The information is reviewed by the ANHSC prior to
publication. It is available in Divisionof Subsistence technical papers (e.g. Wolfe and
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Mishler 1998) and in the Community Profile Database (Scott et al. 1998). There is no need
to duplicate this effort, nor has funding been provided to collect harvest data in this
restoration project.
4. Identify the form with the project name; preprint forms with unique numbers; use preprinted
stick-on labels.
The form was developed to be a generic form being used in severalprojects. This was
important because in some areas the same biosamplers were workingon more than one
project. Now that the ANHSC will be a major participant in all future harbor seal
biosampling, it is appropriate to identify the form with the commission. Pre-numbering
forms was considered when the project began. Because so many blank forms are provided
to potential biosamplers, many of which are never used, we preferto not pre-number them.
We will consider the suggestion to use preprinted stick on labels after consulting with the
village biosamplers.
5. Tags or stick-on labels with a unique number should be placed in or on each sample container
upon collection.

In OUT experience, this is not practical. AF numbers must be assigned byproject staff after
the samples are received from the village. Through September 1998, the information on the
form provided by the sampler (usually also the hunter), including the village, date, and seal
number),) has been sufficient to uniquely identify the samples. It is part of the biosampler’s
job to fill out a label withthis information that is included in each sample container.
Although AF numbers cannot be pre-assigned, if after consultation with the biosamplers, it
appears that a different identifying system would be an improvement, such a change will be
implemented.
6 . Change form to record who harvested the seal and who filled out the form. Clarify that
village nameon the form isthe village of residence of the harvester.

In a fbture revision of the form, we will add a box to record the hunters’ names. We believe
it is evident that “village” refers to the village where the seal was harvested.
7. Continue to work with the UAF Museum to make abstracts and publications related to
specimens collected available on their Web site.

This is a good suggestion that will be pursued as part of the continuation of this project
under Restoration Project No. 99245. See the “results” section above for an account of the
Museum’s efforts to date to enhance communication of study findings.
8. Investigate the advantages of ANHSC acquiring its own collection permit.
Monica Riedel of the ANHSC is investigating this.
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9. Periodically review collection locations to determine distribution and adjust as necessary.
Project personnel have tracked the location of samples collected to date. As noted below,
geographic coverage is uneven. ANHSC personnel have encouraged sample collection in
lower Cook Inlet and Kodiak communities and will continue to do so. Ultimately, evenness
of geographic coverage depends on commitments from hunters in eachcommunity.
10. Review material being collected and status of studies using the samples. Encourage
researchers to conduct studies of interest to subsistence users.
This is another good suggestion. Opportunities to review and to interact with researchers
occur during ANHSC meetings and workshops, as well as in restoration workshops.
Traditional Knowledge
As noted above, Division of Subsistence staff interviewed seal hunters in Seldovia,
Nanwalek, Port Graham, Cordova, Tatitlek, Chenega Bay, andValdez regarding harvest
locations and aspects of traditional ecological knowledge. The project plan for FY 97 called for
the results of these interviews to be incorporatedinto an updated version of the field note
database called “Whiskers,” acompilation o f traditional ecological knowledge about Alaska
marine mammals, first produced in FY 95. However, funding to support ADF&G Division staff
to accomplish this work was eliminated from the final budget for the FY 97 project and other
commitments prevented this update from occurring. The data remain in the form of field notes
and will be included in any future update of the database. The likelihood of such an update is
uncertain in that no funding support is presently available to support the work.
In FY 97 and FY 98, two demonstrations of the Whiskers! database took place in
connection with this project. First, Craig Mishler, who was the staff member with overall
responsibility for the database, demonstrated it at the Restoration Workshop in Anchorage in
January 1997. Second, Mishler also demonstrated the database at the youthlelders conference on
subsistence and the oil spill, which took place in Cordova in August 1998 under Restoration
Project Number 98138.
During portions of the ANHSC workshopwhich took place in Kodiak inMarch 1998,
substantial traditional knowledge about harbor seals was presented. These presentations were
videotaped by Craig Mishler. These tapes await transcription and review. It is hoped that the
information can then be included in afuture version of Whiskers!
Table 6 contains five samples entries from the present version of the Whiskers! database.
Key word searches are accomplished using the AskSam program.
Community Meetings
M. Riedel traveled to Tatitlek on May 6, 1998 to participate in the community’s Cultural
Heritage Week. She provided an overview of the project. Other meetings with community
representatives took place in Nanwalek in May 1997 as part of “Seaweek;” and inHomer in
April 1998 as part of the Kachemak Bay Conference.
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Table 6. Excerpts from the Whiskers! Database of Traditional Knowledge
Population Levels of Seals, Seldovia
He has noticed a notable decrease in the harbor seal population in the Seldnvia area. He said that this decrease
began about ten yearsago, before the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill. One of the local haul outs is Yukon Island and about
ten years ago he would see200 - 300 seals haulingout on this island. This past year he onlysaw six or eight seals
haul out there. He said the other haul outs were China Poot Bay, and Indian Island. He believes that all the haul
outs have decreased populations but that the closest one(Yukon Island) has the most marked decrease. He has
thought about thepossibility that the seals may be moving tonew haul out areas but he hasn't seen any. He thinks
that there is a lack of feed for the seals in the area; therehas been an increase in commercial, sport, and subsistence
fishing over thelast few years.
Population Levels. HabitatMaul outs. Commercial Fishing. Sport Fishing. Subsistence Fishing. Harbor Seal.
CODE[304-057-050793
Seal Population Levels and Hunting Seasonality, Port Graham
At Koyuktolik (Dogfish) Bay, their group of duckhunters used to hunt ducks and findlots of seals in October and
November. When there used to be lots of dog salmon in July and August seals were abundant. Even though there
has been a lot of salmon in recent years in Rocky Bay, there are no seals. The decline in seals was gradual until the
oil spill, then there was arapid drop in numbers.
CODE1282-010-042793
Chenega Bay
Before the oil spill the yellow seals came mostly from the Copper River. Icy Bay's seals looked dark. You could
tell just about what bay they come from by looking at their coloration and body shape. Ones that come in from the
ocean are sleek. Ones that come in from the bays are fat and lazy, Icy Bay seals are bigger, longer. Small adult
seals come from the Copper
.. River. I think they'll find more of the food thev're looking for in the shallows. Icv, Bav,
has herring and codfish. In the bites and shallows, Whale Bay has codfish, flounder, and octopus.
CODE1082-013-052094

-

Chenega Bay
[Why would they move from places they haul out?] "Not enough feed. Nobody bothered them on this end as
much as they do now. We'd hunt seal wherever we seen them--Squire Island, Shelter Island, Mummy Bay, Prince
of Wales Passage. Hunting them too much, like every month, is enough to scare them away. We wouldn't hunt all
these places in one day. Little Mummy Island, Gage Island -before the oil spill you'd see 112 dozen or so (seals)
there, another 15 or 20 atPoint of Rocks (haul outs).
Seal. Ecology. Use Areas. Haul outs.
CODE[082-02-102094
Chenega Bay
"The seals are not floating. They're sinking. They should be fat. They're skinnier. They're bigger (more older
ones) than usual. I think there's no young ones left. Before the oil spill we used to get mostly young ones. I think
there's something wrong in the ocean. They're not getting the right amount of food. Maybe it's the oil. It's keeping
them out. Maybe it's doing something to their sense of smell. They used to spook when they smelled cigarette
smoke. Now they don't seem to notice it. We can get a lot closer to them than we used to be able to. Now they're
right on the shoreline. They used to travel quite a ways out. Even now you find seals with oil on them." R says a
tanner has told him he's ruined his knives cleaning ahide. "Hides with oil are just like someone put tar on them."
This man has gotten approximately IO pelts since the oil spill with oil on them. Most ofthe time he says, he can get
it off with Pinesol, but thinks maybeit just cleans the top ofthe fur.
EVOS. Hides.
CODE[082-13-033194
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Development of Other Funding Sources
Since its founding in mid 1995, the ANHSC has made substantial progress in securing
other sources of funding to support the continuation of the initiatives developed as part of the
restoration project. For FFY 97,a congressional appropriation of $97,600 was receivedthrough
NMFS. This appropriation covered certain administrative and operational costs for the ANHSC,
such as ofice space, accounting and auditing, and travel to attend meetings andappropriate
conferences. Also, the ANHSC obtained an ANILCA Title VI11 grant from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, processed through RurAL CAP. This grant assisted the ANHSC to work on the
development of a co-management agreement with NMFS for the conservation and management
of harbor seals.
For FFY 98, the congressional appropriation through NMFS continued foran additional
$97,600. Objectives of the grant for FFY 98 included support for generaloperations and
administration; development of a co-management agreement with NMFS; contractual support for
a biologist; public outreach and education; review of subsistence harvest data; a dietary study in
southeast Alaska; and attendance at meetings related to subsistence and marinemammals. It is
anticipated that a similar grant will be awarded for FY 99.
Regarding non-Trustee Council funding for the biosampling program, several potential
sources were being investigated as of September 1998. These included the ADF&G Division of
Wildlife Conservation, the US Environmental Protection Agency, the US Minerals Management
Service, the US Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Administration for Native Americans, and NMFS.
One of the best possibilities for the long term was for the biosampling functionto be funded as
part of a co-management agreement between the ANHSC and NMFS. Because the comanagement agreement was still in the negotiation stage when this final report was prepared,it
was too soon to evaluate this possibility.
DISCUSSION

Hunter Recommendations
Over the course of the five years of this project, a number of recommendations were
developed, primarily through the workshops that involved seal hunters andother subsistence
users, biologists, and other agency personnel. The first hunterkcientist workshop in Anchorage
in December 1994 identified the need for several major initiatives, includeda biosampling
program that involves hunters, better and more frequent exchange ofinformation between
scientists and hunters, the use of traditional knowledge in understanding sealpopulations and
treads, and the need for a formal organization which facilitates the involvement of subsistence
users in harbor seal research and management. Through the remainder ofthis project, substantial
action was taken on these recommendations, including:
The formation of the Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission, withrepresentation from
each region with subsistence uses of harbor seals, which wasa full partner with
ADF&G in this restoration project and becamethe primary forum for communication
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between subsistence hunters,scientists, and agencies in the efforts to restore the harbor
seal population.
Regular workshops featuringexchange of information between scientists and hunters
took place, including workshops sponsored bythe ANHSC and bythe EVOS Trustee
Council directly.
A traditional knowledge database(Whiskers!) was developed, demonstrated, and
distributed. Scientists havebecome more open to a dialogue which includes traditional
and local knowledge, and thereis a growing willingness to share this information on the
part of many hunters. Evidence includes support for the Whiskers! database, substantial
information provided at workshops, andthe Alutiiq Pride video.
A successful biosampling programwas launched with substantial and growing
involvement of hunters fromcommunities in three subregions. These samples played a
key role in several restorationprojects.
At the Girdwood workshop inSeptember 1996, participants developed the following
recommendations, which supported andbuilt upon the earlier initiatives:
1. Continue the biosampling program andfacilitate communication with other areas of the

2.
3.

4.
5.

state that are participating inthe project. Ensure that biosampling programs are
community-based.
Continue working towards drafting a co-management agreement with NMFS using
ANILCA grant funds.
Support the harvest assessment program conducted bythe ADF&G Division of
Subsistence and fundedby NMFS.
Develop funding for ANHSC functions through a congressional appropriation which
would be channeled throughNMFS.
Recommend subsistence users fromsoutheast and south-central Alaska to sit on the
Alaska Region Scientific ReviewGroup, which provides advise to NMFS on marine
mammal management.

There was positive follow-up on all these recommendations. The biosampling program
continued with expanded participation, support, and understanding. Hunters in all communities
which useharbor seals continued to provide harvestand struck and lost data through the
ADF&G/NMFS harvest monitoring study. The ANHSC developed funding independent of the
Trustee Council and continued to develop a co-management plan. Subsistence hunters
participated in the Alaska Region ScientificReview Group.
Quality of Samples and Data Collected
For many seal researchers, samplequality is dependent onthe time elapsed between the
seals’ death, tissue collection, and freezing of collected samples. The vast majority of samples
processed from the project’s three years were carefullyand effectively collected, labeled, and
frozen within a few hours of their collection from freshly harvested animals. For example,
Maggie Castellini and Brian Fadely reportedto Wynne (personal communication) that blubber

samples received fromthese biosampled seals were of exceptional quality and were critical
components of their researchon harbor seal health,including EVOS Restoration Project 95 1 17.
The majority ofdata forms submitted with seal samples contained complete harvest and
measurement informationand were meticulously recorded. Because after the first year of the
project (the pilot phase) the weight of some sampled seals was either not measured (lack of
scales) or appeareddisproportionate with size, Wynneand Vanek focused subsequent training on
accurate weighing techniquesusing reliable scales. The completeness and accuracyof data
collected on these forms attest to the technical attentiveness of the samplers as well as the
effectiveness of the training sessions and materials.
As noted earlier, mostsamples were provided byhunters from Prince William Sound. As
the program continues under99245, it will be desirable to even out the geographical distribution
of samples with morerepresentation from lower CookInlet and Kodiak. This will most likely be
accomplished throughcontinuing written communications, informational workshops, and
“refresher” biosampling training sessions.
Sample Analysis,Tracking, and Reporting
Seal samples weresent frozen from remotecommunities to Kodiak or Anchorage for
intermediate sorting,assignment of individual specimen (AF) numbers, and subsequent
reshipment to various researchers. All but the DNA samples, stomach, and reproductive tracts
were ultimately shippedto the UAF Museum wherethey were archived andor made available to
a variety of Fairbanks-based UAF and ADFGresearchers. Table 7 lists the researchers that
received tissues collected fromthe harbor seals sampled under the three years of the biosampling
program.
Table 7. Dislributim of Subsistence Harkor Seal Sample5 Colledsd under EVOS R e d w a i m PmjRt 96244 97244. 6 98244 (as of 9130198)
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As of September 1998, analyses of subsamples from these seals had been initiated or
completed by researchers studying blubber composition (Fadely et al. 1996), fatty acid
composition (K. Frost, Restoration Project 96064), mitochondrial DNA (Westlake and O’ConyCrowe 1996), and stable isotopes in whiskers (D. Schell andA. Hirons, Restoration Project
96170). Teeth and female reproductive tracts collected from these seals were archived but not
yet analyzed by ADFG researchers. Organ tissues and other samples were archived by the
University of Alaska Fairbanks Museum for subsequent analyses.
As noted in projectproposal (detailed project description) for FFY 98, through the first
two years of the biosampling program there was no mechanismfor tracking the ultimate
distribution and results of analyses on tissues collected from individual animals. Therefore, it
was difficult to determine whether analyses were pending,in-progress, or complete at any given
time and make timely reports to program participants. To remedy this situation, project
personnel in 1998 began working with researchers to develop a “sample tracking form” and
semi-annual reporting system to allow standardized reporting of sample distribution and
analytical results. These initiatives will continue under Project 99245. Ideally, any researcher
utilizing tissues collected in this program and statewide will be required to report the status of
their analyses on a semi-annual basis. In the future, sample distribution and referenced results
reported by researchers will be compiled into a semiannual newsletter to hunters and samplers
participating in this program, reported to National Marine Fisheries Service to meet their federal
reporting requirements, and submitted with EVOS Restoration Project reports.
Presentation by Iris O’Brien given at the 1997 Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee
Council Restoration Workshop in Anchorage
on January 23 -25,1997

Hello.Mynameis
Iris O’Brien. I amtheYouth
Area Watch representative from
Cordova. I have been actively involved in the Biosampling project since Cordova has
had the pleasure of getting one organized Thanks to Monica Riedel’s hard work and
Me1 Henning’s strong interest in science and youth. Also, the people behind the scenes
who took an interest in the seal biosampling becameI know that the I989 Oil Spill took a
toll on the seals’ health and population. Being a Native to my land, I felt that it was a
matter of obligation to contribute to the restorationof the seal inany w q I can.
I’d like to take a moment now to share with you a little of the procedure taken. After we
have our designated catch, we bring the seals to town to take various samples: the liver,
heart, blubber, kidney, and the head After the data is recorded certain organs of the
seal are taken home for dinner, such as the heart, liver, cleaned intestines, etc. The pelt
of the seal isskinned and the non edible bodyparts of disposed ofproperly. Seal pelt are
highly praisedfor their beauty and durability. They are often made into luxurious items
by an indigenous person. I think that the layout of this program is beneficial to both
hunters and scientists. From either view, it is a win win situation. The hunter can hunt
for subsistence use such as food and clothing along with getting a better understanding
of the seal’s anatomy and chemistry that the scientists get from testing and studying the
samples the hunters collect. This is a way the traditionsof our people can be passed on
from one generation to the next andpersonally, I value the subsistence way of life.
I would like to thank everyone involved with theyouth Area Watch Project andjust say
that I look forward toparticipating in upcoming events.
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Community Involvement, Training, and Stewardship
Community involvement was a major goal of the project. Over the five years of the
project, the ANHSC encouraged this goal to develop a particular focus on youth, which was
appropriate given that they are the future hunters, subsistence users, scientists, and leaders for
their communities. An example of the successes of the projectin involving youth is the
accompanying insert from one of the youth area watch participants. Future development of this
initiative should involve youth in more phases of the research effort beyond sample collection.
Towards this end, the Youth Area Watchcurriculum should be expanded to include opportunities
for students to use some of the data (such as lengths, weights, sex, season of harvest and age) to
learn more about data analysis methods. This is an objective of the continuation of these
initiatives under project 99245.
The development of the ANHSCitselfwas
is an important accomplishment of the
objectives of this projectin community involvement. The ANHSC sponsored biosampling
training sessions and added important topics related to Alaska Native traditions and values and
traditional knowledge to the instruction on scientific sampling methods. It also provided a forum
for the exchange of information, enhancing the voice of subsistence hunters and users of harbor
seals. In addition to addressing restoration goals, this was an important step towards effective
Alaska Native participation in comanagement.

CONCLUSIONS
Program Involvement and Integration
The harbor seal biosampling program proved to be viable largely because it involved a
powerful partnership between a diverse and dispersed group of people seeking answers to
common questions about the health of the seal population. Involvement of the ANHSC in the
biosampling effort was essential in locating interested samplers and maintaining the momentum
of sampling effort at the community level. The cooperative involvement of Youth Area Watch
students in the program allowed them to gain cultural and subsistence knowledge of seals from
hunters while gaining a first-hand introduction to scientific methodologies and comanagement
efforts. The UAF Museum provideda critical link in the sampling process as an archive and
final distributor of samples. UAF and ADFG collaborated to design standardized means of
collecting and recording data which enhance the program’s utility statewide.
It is important, now thatthe program is functional and the volume of samples is rising, to
improve 1) coordination of the sample database, 2) tracking of sample distribution, 3)
compilation of analytical results from researchers using the samples, and 4) reporting of findings
to the communities and resourceusers involved. It should be noted that in FY 96 and early FY
97, hunters were still getting usedto the idea ofintegrating biosampling as part of their hunting
activities. There needs to be improved communications on at least a bi-monthly basis to remind
hunters to coordinate their activities with the biosamplers, including those associated with the
Youth Area Watch. Posters, manuals, and brochures needto remain accessible.
Also, the ANHSC has stressed that the concept of stewardship needs to be encouraged, or
at least reinforced, in the communities, especially among the youth, so that the sampling and
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other research efforts become long range goals. The concept of preservingtraditions and values
needs to be emphasized in the processing of the meat, pelts, and oil as well as in the biosampling
efforts.

General Conclusions
In conclusion, during the fourth and fifth years of this five-year project,notable steps
were taken to accomplish the project goals. These included:
Additional biological samples of subsistence-takenharbor seals were collected, the
program expanded to new communities and samples were providedto researchers.
Communication between subsistence users and hunters of harbor seals was enhanced
through two major workshops and written summaries.
New data on subsistence harvests of harbor seals and traditional ecological
knowledge were shared through workshops and the demonstration of the “Whiskers!”
database.
An effective voice for subsistence users of harbor seals, the Alaska Native Harbor
Seal Commission, formed following workshops organized duringthe first phase of
this project and adopted goals and objectives consistent with the recommendations of
those workshops. The ANHSC expanded its role in harbor sealrestoration during the
last two years of this project.
Youth Area Watch participants became more involved in the biosampling program.
The efforts initiated during this project will continue in FFY99 as Restoration Project
99245. The primary features of that project will include the continuation of the biosampling
program and communication of information and information exchange through newsletters,
biosampling b-aining, workshops, and other meetings. It is hoped that the growing commitment
on the part of hunters and youthto resource stewardship, as well as the growing openness on the
part of scientists towards the full involvement of subsistence users in research and management,
will continue to contribute to the restoration and conservation of Alaska’s harbor seal population.
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Sound's marine life explolred at conference
By Char landaluce
Times Staff
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hunters. Kcdiak. veterinarian Uclu decline. "I really wmt ro get my san
Vanek insmaed everyone about
taking blubbcr. sLn. muscle. and
See Conference, page 5

r i d s happening and aU Ihc Nuive
+om,
h ' s a nsp in the right

Conference

"Risdelpibw&gthu

From page 1

involved," said McDanieI. 'He's 9
yeam old ThL hjust a g d opprlunitywwchtim~gIhcrch
W h o w abaut ir And ako ICI him
how that k's impmt tha we get
involvcdinuLingthehwMdalato
help out and oack the seal for the
sound"
SO far sarnpl~ro f m o k t h m 100
hubor xak fmm around the state

1

6v Noms, Anchorage. Fairbanks,
Junfau and S i b .

hhsa~wscia&rw.arch-

...
'

darticipann came from as far
a q y as Brirtol Bay. Southcast
Al ka. the Gulf. Kodiak and the
Ale tian Islands. According to
Ric el. prexntcn cdme w Cordova

. ingthedcainrKa~e,Wywc,ofthe

SEAGranr pmgnm m Wak hu

'jig b o n n
i vo
v
ledin gcuingthe pmgnm
''. .

off the ground AOcDr.?ingm.wynas
it's

ernuicwimmesamplathcy'regct.
tin&"she said
?he marine mammal sommissiommccringwatmywlLwebd
a lo1 of local panicipation." Riedel
said ?here -a lot ofpardcipauon
among the youth who are mined
bimunplcn and also a lot of hunter
interest individu&. All in all it was
defmctly a succus and we're w e n
'"talking about making it an annual
.. event with the Alrrh Native Hubor
sal b ~ 0 and"IhcAla5ka su
Ot1er
Commission.Ricdel said h e subjecu that were
dircurvd included such things as the
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MARINE MAMMAL WORKSHOP MARCH 64,1997 HELD JNCORDOVA, ALASKA

Thursday March 6,1997
Opening Prayer was given by Don Kompkoff of Chenega Bay. welcome address was given by
Bob Henrich, President of the Native Village of Eyals Opening~Statement
by Monica Riedel,
, ...
Chair of the Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission (ANHSC).
The meeting was calledto order by M Riedel. Roll Call was t+en, and a quorum w a s
established Introductions were then madearound the room.
A motion to approve the agenda to be used as a guideline was qade byFlore Lekanof and
seconded by Mitch Sheonof€. Motion.Passed Unanimously.
M. Riedel welcomed the group and thanked the following peoile: “EVOS Trustee Council and
ADF&G Subsistence Division acting as Lead Agency for Fundibg the meeting. The Alaska Sea
Otter Commission for jointly funding and coordinating the meeting. The Nativevillage ofEyak
for the support and use of the building. Mary Babic, Vera Allen~andthe TatitlekGirls and all
those who helped with the dance group. Nena Totemoff and EtHel Fox for support in the kitchen.
Especially Liz Hunt who took on coordinating the Potlatch.
Ms Riedel then gave an outline of sometopics to be discussed dt the meeting:
Cultural Revitalization
Restoration of Harbor Seals as a Subsistence Resource
Stewardship
Comanagement
Recognizing our Cultural Revitalization, we are proud to be Native, proudof our longhistoly of
living in balance with our respective environments, proud of 0
4ability to conserve our
resources to maintain our way of life, Now we must utilize our bornpiled generations of
knowledge to secure the future of our children.
The harbor seal has been on a continuous decline since the early 70’s. The Erron Valdez Oil
Spiff was a cause of further injury and the seals have not recoveied and have continued to
decline in Prince William Sound. The Native Communities have been involved in the EVOS
Process for thepast 2 years largeIy due to the efforts of Martha Masoff and the Community
Involvement Project and the Subsistence Division of the Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game whowas
responsible for bringing us together in Dec. ‘94 and March ‘95. lour main goal was to bring the
hunters together with the scientists to work on the restoration ofthe Harbor Seal and Sea Otter.
After we organized, the ANHSC decided to enter into a coopeqbve agreement with ADF&G
Subs. Div. for the Community-Based Harbor Seal Management and Biological Sampling
Project.
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The purpose of the project was to help find out more about the $eds and why theywere
declining in the Gulf

To date, we have collected over 100 samples. Some arestill being
processed and analyzed.
, .
Mike Castellini will address some ofthe results later.

._

Under the concept of Stewardship, I would like to quote from or. Kai Lee’s talk at his keynote
address forthe Trustee Council Restoration Workshop held in &chorage on Jan 23-26, 1997 in
Anchorage. “Yourwork deals with two kinds of communities-ehological and human. You
engage with human communities mainly Gough archeology anti public participation. I suggest
that that isn’t enough. (The trustee council’s logo, like the reseakch most of you do, focuses only
on the non-human elements of the ecosystem.) A striking fea+e of the trustee council’s work is
that the large stream of resources it administers will mostly conje to an end, for practical
purposes, in theforeseeable future. But the burden of responsib~litywill not end. Rather,
stewardship will return to the humans ofPrince William Sound+the folks whodid that job,
largely unassisted, until March 24, 1989.”

I believe the best way for the Native Community to strengthen oiuT stewardship responsibility is
through Comanagement. I would like to share a definition of cdmangementfrom the Draft
Umbrella Agreement presented to The Indigenous People’s Coupcil for Marine Mammals by
Larry MerculieR
To-Management. A process of shared decision-making, authodty, and action by and between
the federal agency ofjurisdiction and an Alaskan Native Tribe o&Alaska Native Organization
involving such elements as management, regulation, research, elbforcement, traditional ways of
knowing, use of marine mammals taken for subsistence purposeb, and the designation and
regulation of marine mammal habitat. Such authority and decision-making are shared at the
outset of, and throughout, and significant deliberations which re$ult, or may result in, action(s)
on one or more ofthese elements.”

I would like to relay what I have heard at the Subsistence Rounq Table held in Anchorage on
Feb. 23-25 and at the Comanagement Seminar held on March 4 \in Anchorage: There must be a
government to govemment relationship when entering into a codanagement agreements. It may
be with Tribes or Tribally Authorized Alaska Native Organizatidns.
Finally, Lets celebrate our culture today while entering into a prdductive dialog. Thank You”
Harold Martin: Vice-Chair, ANHSC and President, Southeaist Native Subsistence
Commission
The Vice-Chair gave a presentation on the organization and list pf accomplishments since our
formation. He stated that his Tribe is Tlingit, his moiety is Raveb, and he was born in Kake. He
was a founder of the Alaska Sea Otter Commission, Alaska NatiCe HarborSeal Commission,
and the Southeast Native Subsistence Commission
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He was atthe Workshop in March 1995 to organize the ANHSq. One of the Main factors for
organizing was the concern of the decline ofharbor seals in thelGulE One ofthe main concerns
being that the oil spill impacted the decline further and theren+ded to be monitoring and
studies. Traditionally Natives through out the coastal areas weqe dependent on seals for food
and traditional arts and craft of the pelts and our Spiritual and $uliural Well-being from time
immemorial.
Factors of organizing the ANHSC included: first and foremost $e protection of Native use of
harbors seals as a subsistence resource, to encourage and imple ent self regulation of harbor
s e d use, to provide evaluation or education or information to th public, to promote
participation and involvement in the planning of the research, tb monitor the population of
seals, and to participate in the exchange of infomation with ot+r marine mammal organizations
and groups.

t

The geographic make-up of membership includes six regions: $outheast, Chugack Cook Inlet,
Kodiak, Aleutians, and Bristol Bay.
Polly Wheeler was very instrumental in the organization as the qhair of that March 95 meeting.
Gary Kompkoff, Patrick Norman,Helmer Olsen, Flore Lekanof,l MonicaRiedel, Jim Fall, Carl
Hild, Carol Torsen, Eric Smith and many others were there to odganize.
Current board members are: Monica Riedel, Chair andExecutiie Director, Alfsed Quijance,
Secretary Treasurer, myself Vice Chair, Flore Lekanof, Commis#ioner, and Mitch Simeonoff,
Commissioner.

1

Since its inception the Commission has made many accomplis ens: Adopted by-law,
became voting members of IPCoMMand Rural Alaska Resourc s Association, received 501(c)3
non-profit status, hnded thought NMFS with Congressional Ap ropriations, fundedfor
Biosampling through EVOS,Participated with PCoMM in the degotiations of the
Comanagement Umbrella Agreement with NMFS and USFWS.
~

In conclusion, I would like to commend our Chair, Monica Riedil for doing an outstanding job
on achieving these accomplishments. She has a way of getting people to help her. .. .
~.

.

Ms. Riedel then read a brief message from Gary Kompkoff of Tbtitlek " He sends his support
for the Commission, he feels that there is very good hunter partidipation, and he is very happy to
see that the youth are involved with this process and he cornmen@ us for our work."
Jerry O'Brien also called with a message to the group " he is sdheduled to go into surgery and
couldn't be here but he supports our workand he wants to see mdre kids involved"
!
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Brendan Kelly, University of Alaska
Scientific Data on Harbor Seals Pre-spill and Post-spill
The message: the scientific data on harbor seals has been very s attered in time, the effort has
been pulsed where there is a lot of activity andthen lax. The A4-I SC is in an excellent position
to enter intoa comanagement agreement with the NMFS and c d try- to focus on the continuity
of the research. Some estimates of harvest since the 1920’s has been about 7,50O/yr. In the
1950’s it went up to 12,OOO/yr. due to the predator control effort$. We
didn’t h o w what the
population was then. Then the take went up in the 1960’s to SO,hOO/year. 1972: the Marine
Mammal Protection Act was passed. Since then the take is estinbated at 2,800/ yr. In the 1970’s
the population trend went way down. The estimate of populatiod w&’270,000. Coming up to
year 2000, clearly there needs to be a continued subsistence take butthere are concerns
particularly in the Gulf. The trend isn’t the same in all parts of e state. In SE, the population
is stable and increasing. Kodiak has showna slight increase of bout 10-12% /yr. but has had an
80% decrease since the early 70’s. In PWS a decrease was recordled of about 65% between ‘84
and ‘94. However in ‘95 and ‘96 there has been an 16% increasa. In Bristol Bay the trends are
showing a slight decline. The Aleutian Chain is showingfewer skals as well.

6
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What’s causing this decline? Science doesn’t have all the answ&s. There may be many factors
contributing to the decline: Predation, Pollution, Commercial Filhing, Natural changes in the
environment, harvesting.There are just toomany unknowns.
~

11

Some ofthe efforts in population researchnow are: NMFS has b en attempting census flights
with aerial surveys. However you don’t get to count how many re in the water. NMFS are also
attempting to determine stock assessments. There is a lot of deb te on boundaries of stocks and
what the stocks may be. Subsistence Division of ADF&G has b en working with the ANHSC on
the Biosampling Program. Thisis important fordiet and reprodu tion information for
monitoring trends. Subsistence Div. is also doing a harvest data rogram over the entire range of
harbor seals. Wildlife Div. ADF&G is doing work in about 20% bf PWS flying aerial surveys in
a series of sitessince 1980’s and after the spill. They are also pdtting satellite tags to find out
feeding information and to help to determinestock i d . Fatty Aclds are being studied to
determine food species they are consuming.
i

4

I

Another effort by John Bums and AM Hoover-Miller is to study those seals in the glacial areas
of over 50% of the Sound. Haul outs are being usedby seals in g acial as well as terrestrial areas.
i

1

ANHSC in cooperation with Pacific Rim Research is attemptin to conduct winter surveys with
hunters to show seasonal distribution of seals throughout the So nd.
I hope that project will be successful because we don’thave that point of view and it will put the
ANHSC in the comanagement realm.
~

1

Mike Castellini will talk about the blubber samples and food str sses. Lori Jemison and I have
been working on Tugidak Is. As many as 20,000 harbor seals ha e used the Island for haul-out
purposes. There are high bluffs from which to count and observd. Its very important to give a
historical perspective from there. Ken Pritcher gave thescientifil community the insight of the

decline. There about 1,000 seals there in the early 90’s. What
declining there? Are there fewer
pups? This may suggest
fewer older animals? How
about juveniles? Maybe food
declining. During the molting period there have been
years there
have
been an increase. The animals that
Some of the difference in numben may be
the beach than there were in the70’s.
June. This suggest to us that food is limiting.

of the population has been
problems. Are there
younger
to
animals
are
the last couple
all there in June.
juveniles on

Mike Castellini and BrianFadely, University of Alaska
Mike started out by saying that he wanted to emphasized the I
there is no other place in the United States where marine man
not have this meeting in California or Florida. This is a critic

lueness of this meeting and how
11s is a food issue. You could
hing to review.

Current issues regarding the blubber in seals and sea lions. B
we could not do our studies without the ANHSC’s efforts. W
samples. We are concerned with: Are the seals healthy or nc
the blubber changes over time.

x r is extremely important and
Iok at the quality of those
We look at how the quality of

We have approached the Alaska Sea Grant Progam, The EPL
Foundation with proposals to help find out the chemistry of fi
fat and the importance of fat to youas a food item. Potential (
cooper for potential hazards. The sound animals are showing
compared with those found outside the Sound. We don’t kno
among seals andsea lions.

Id the National Science
find out the different types of
aminants such as zinc and
uonic inflammatoly condition
(hat is causing this response

New directions that we are pursing are: marine mammals as
health. The vitarnin level, the cholesterol level in terms of dia
Center we will also be looking for antioxidants. Our own rese:ar
of marine mammals in diet and nutrition and vitamins in rela1ti0
science director at the SeaLife Center. We will be able to go
animals at the center. We would like to discuss with you the(
mammals as food items. It is relatively new to us but it is a SI
Health has started to believe and it is an effort important enol
towards it.

md source in relation to human
es. At the Seaward SeaLife
h direction will be the role the
to human health. I am the
,ugh time with the captured
:ept of medical aspect of marine
:ct that the National Institute of
to start putting some money

I

Brian Fadely, Universityof Alaska
Analysis of blubber samples
We are looking at the various questions that Brendan talked a
condition, growth rate. How much fat does a harbor seal have
biosampling project started we didn’t have that data. We can
regions. The composition of the fat is measured We find out
find out how many calories is in it.
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It regarding survival, diet
Id what quality is it? Before the
w compare the data to the other
w much water is in it and we

An average ounce of blubber has 9 grams of fat in it and a

We found that fall seals havea different composition of
males ahas higher energy level
than
females.
Seals
showed
the blubber of seals from South East Alaska
4% difference in energy content. Quantity in
blubber all around than the PWS seals.

it of protein to hold it together.
seals. Thebody fat of
energy content than
a only

The size of seal for given length body mass
biologically there is no difference at all. Iq
state from which we cancompare
14 samples collected in PWS in
of the biosampling program.
Gilbert Olsenasked if they
compared to PWS. Brian
ate good Canadian Fish.
they had no samples
samples from the Copper River if they can.
Lillian Elvsaas, Seldovia Interviewer for ADFBrG Harves

rs that the program will
entists understand OUT way
the scientists. 1 also
you would be surprised

“I have really enjoyed doing the researchand explained it to
benefit the villagers togetaccurate counts. Information he1
of living and there’s a better working relationship betweenand
learned different ways of harvesting and cooking seal and s
how many people enjoy eating seal and seal liver. I have e
Bud Janson, Cordova Interviewer
I’ve livedin Cordova for 39 years.Bill Simeon askedme
people were more willing to give the information. Most
understand that they could still traditionally use sea lion.
see it go on. I ‘d like urge all the Marine Mammal Co
consideration traditional knowledge when making thei
who know where the seals reside, what they eat, if the
a large increase in harbor seals close to town and I a
seals where before I would only see 2 or 3. There
remote release of silvers close to town and that ha
of killer whales hunting the seals and saw how hi
motivated. Thank You.

eyr in 1995. In January,
ive C o ~ ~ ididn’t
t y

Matt Kookesh, Angoon, South East Alaska
Currently I went to 17 communities to introduce thebiosamplinharvest
as many people to bring in samples in Yakutat, Sitka, and
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assessment. I hired

I trained about 20 hunters.
I was really please
important. I realized that when you
go to a co

ved
and how they feel its
king questions is
an
it

intellectual property right.

The situation of the Gulf of Alaska. I couldn't imaging the
strategic. It is a concern that the local people have volunte
the stock is going to be listed as strategic it should come
to be part of that decision making process and not have
happens after? Where will OUT bust responsibility be aft
we are put in as native leaders is a c o n c e r n h like an a
Monica for including the hunters andinterviewers It m
cornangement. During the oil spill Angoon sent some
subsistence. This year we are getting 90'samples, 30
Monica reported that we are getting 10 samples from
Cook Inlet and PWS.
A question by Gilbert Olsen asked where is the divi

and PWS in terms of the different consistencyof the
put Yakutat seals with PWS seals.Ted Cloudman s
they shot a seal that was tagged in Yakutat and it tasted good.
Harold Martin reiterated that the collection of Val
about somepeople attempting to commercialize
always have known the medicinal valueof fores
it into commercial knowledge. The Southeast N
ethics so that the cultural knowledge can be protected.
John Boone, Valdez Native Tribe Biosampler for ANHSC
I have a fur business so as a byproductI have been trained to
harbor seals and sea otter. I include my 2 children during the
and have had good responses from thekids. I
and meat It been a great benefit to the school
week.

Iris O'Brien and Jessica Eopkins, Youth Area Watch

Iris gave
report
a
oninvolvement
her
representative.attached.
Herisreport
on to becomea vetinarian.

with the
She

area watch
project
biology and will go

Jessica Hopkins gave a detailed report on the sampling some
for her science class
Kate
Wynne.
She didreport
a
college to study law. Her and Iris are going into an
to Venezuela and Iris is going to Finland.
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graphswereprovided by
She will go to
year. Jessica will go

I

Molly Moore from Tatitlek gave a brief report on her
So far they have done 5 seals. Every week someone
bed to do the seal She is going into education in college.

the biosampiing over there.
and they have tohop out of

Patricia Cochran, Alaska Native Science Commission
me feel so wonderful to
see
the
First of all, it makes
get over the
top is to teach our own kids our values.
from King Island and Whales. Iawas plarker
for
years ago.

the
only
way
we will
and
my
folks are
this area many

The Native Communities wanted to take some
direction that research takes. The AFN passed
provide research ethics and guidelines for
have a place where scientists have to go to register.
I was taught to always do three things before talking about
Acknowledgeand give thanks to ourcreator,thank our

’

d thank our ancestors.
ple’s Seminar that was held
who wonderweather this
xpediency than a genuine
e to the land. Equally
often taken out of

I would like to read part of a paper presented at The Indig
last week in Anchorage on Traditional Knowledge: “Ther
quest for traditional. knowledge may have moreto dowi
acknowledgment of the value of indigenous value syste
problematic is the fact that our indigenous ecological
context, misinterpreted, or misused. What wildlife m
understand or think they see is interpreted within the
ours. In the process our special ways on knowing an
knowledge and the state management models. Wh
to
our Traditional Knowledge exists in a larger cont
different from theirs. Inuit also possess howled
connected to the environment. It is important to
traditional and nontraditional, ecological and no
that we use to interpret the world around us as i
changes. It’s important to realize the inherent
Inuit experience is knowledge and knowledge
for each individual and its not easily shared a
understanding and appreciation about their ex
what traditional knowledge is and that’s why
appreciate how inuit traditional knowledge c
about the experience that I’ve had over the p
to many communities.

value
d

appreciate is that

The first thing that I’ve learned is that the v
decide if they want toshare their knowledge or not.
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systems not
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Secondly, there needs to be commontrust. We are not there yet
need to work on how get
to to the point of sharing our knowledg
When dealing with agencies: They ask how can we combine tra
science? Just as the our Native Community had to go through 1
western training and their education system, its time for the we
of training and education tiom the Native Perspective. I calf it
means that theyhave to look at what our community is built upo
that point, they will never get to a common understanding that
having a hard time reaching.

Its getting closer but we still

.

‘tional knowledge with western
king at western science and
em world to look at our ways
a&e World View 101” it
. Because if they don’t getdo
iddle ground where we are

Native View -Understanding Man: You can’t talk about the ater, seals, people separately.
All of it makes up who weare. You can’t take a piece of it out o there. Everything is
interconnected. We have to look at the spiritual, emotional, phy ical and mental components that
make us whole.
The things that we have learned have been taught to us through centuries of our own learning
systems. Our responsibility to our own tribes, these are values tlat are important to us. Try to
stress the difference of our perspectives.
Structures andCharacteristics: Most ofour tribes are matrilinea . We trace our ancestry through
female lines. Our systems are based upon female smcture chamtenstics and not male
characteristics. It makes for a different kind of learning and c o r e s from a different point of view
than the westernway of thinking. I understand that this is hard for the people who have yearsof
training for doctorates in the western system to understand, but ts an essential and necessary
component if we areever going to get to the combining of tradi ional knowledge with western
science. We need to have a common understanding first. We need to know the systems andhow
they are similar and how they are different. We need to be able :o do things so that the scientists
are not going to go out and say that they are developing proposals to send off to Science
Foundations when they have not contacted oneperson in the vi1 age. We need to do things
where the communityhas a say so in the research that is impo Int to their community. Because
the t y p s of questions that we ask are different. That is a corn imentiuy to the research. It’s
better for scienceand its better for the community.
In closing, I’d like to share this quote: ‘Wo one has a monopol on knowledge a good teacher is
one who’s knowledge is stable enough to let the knowledge of .nother to continue to exit”
We need to respect each others knowledge and to use the k n o ~ edge that we have to make this a
bet&erworld, better science, and better communities.

I will leave a couple of handouts for you. In search for Inuit T tditional Knowledge. from
Canada and a handout from the ANSC. Canadians have been ( ling these agreements for many
years. However, they are still working on building the trust an confidence component before
going any further.
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Gibert Olsen asked “has the ANSC had any luck in
knowledge?’

scientist to
use

traditional

on right now which is
workshop next week in

Ms Cochran: We’re gemng there. One ofthe things
funded through the National Science Foundation, is

knowledge with
a draft set of

Anchorage to bring elders in to dices
issue
the
of
western science with council members
and
recommendations.
Harold Martin asked if there were any ANSC members he
steering committee members here: Caleb Pungowiyi and C

cia stated that there are some
at they are associated

Jeff
Peterson asked “at what level does the
ANSC teach”
with the university but they are accessible to everyone.
Walter Meganack asked at what point is the ANSC at to
rights? Patricia stated that
they
only have consent papers
different stages. Some villages said that they don’t
want t

communities are at
e knowledge at all.

Jack Hopkins thanked Patricia for saying these things th
Harold Martin explained that in his area there had been
offended by researchers and have stopped cooperating.
agencies and communities. He explained that the villag
Pauline Allen: Chugach Regional Resources Commi
Pauline gave a brief report on the activities of the EV
projects. She said that the science community is reali
knowledge. In 1995, The EVOS restoration worksh
result of communities speaking out, they funded a p
knowledge coordinated with the ADF&G Subsisten
instrumental in starting this project. To date, the p
cooperative research, and coordinating research
database. Two specialist have been hired DR’s
feel free to ask any questions. Thank you.
Community Reports: Commissioners, Biosam
Southeast CommunityReport,
Harold Martin yielded to Matt Kookesh to g
Matt stated that he was just appointed to the
Region. Their 1st meeting is in May. His ap
marine mammals in an ecological balance
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hunters, and of coarse from the perspective of commercial
lions in SE. We have a very healthy seal population in SE.
had them before. The guys are complaining about sea lions
trolling gear. A lot of the sea lions just play with the salmon
must be a balance there somewhere.

We still have all your sea
bait from the commercial
n’t eat the whole fish. There

Flore Lekanof, Aleutian Pribilofs Commissioner

As far as the harbor seal pop. out on the Aleutians they do
representatives from Adak said that he saw a lot of seals.
seals out there. Mark Snigaroff from Atka who is involvampling,
lot of seals out there. Akutan and Unalaska are also inv
see them getting involved. The Aleut People have doc
nal
Vineonmenoff in 1824. He did such a temfic
job. Th
the different uses for each one whether you eat it or if it w
it for poison, they could cure constipation. That’s the
We had good shamans and bad shamans. They could

On Steller Sea Lions; I am on the National Science C
have had a problem from Cape Suckling to the end o
lost about 80% the
of
sea

lions. The sea lions in SE

ccurate figures. One of our
there is a problem with
said there are a
biosampling its goodto
knowledge through
e each plant and know

ea Lions and we’re
the western ones.

-

Mitch Simeonoff, Kodiak Commissioner

Our harbor seal sampling just got started this year.
Harbor. I took a kid that was trained with me, he
from’.Tugidak.In the spring time they saw hundre
sample in the village so far.
Lillian Elvsaas, Cook InletAlt-Commissioner,
We don’t have too many hunters out of Seldovia.
low. When I was at the Lands End in Homer, I s
got so excited to see that many seals in one place.
Norman Vlasoff, Tatitlek Hunter, Biosampler
Region
We seem to have more seal activity, more than
around Port Gravina, and right next to us in La
think we have a problem in OUT area.
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I heard stones

each. We did one

Walter Meganack, Port Graham Community Facilitator
We don’t have sampler,
a
so we’retryingto
help Monica
caught this year havebeena
lot bigger than before. Other
rocks where they
haven’t shown up before. This time of
area I heard people say there have been a little bit of an

in our area. The seals
on
havebeengoingup
usually pup
in our

Nancy Yeaton, Nanwalek Community Facilitator
Nancy read a written report from NickTanape hunter,
Since the last report only 2 seals have been brought in
the head because it is considered a delicacy. The
were shot at Yukon Is. and Tutka Bay I have tried
rest of you hunters please feel sorry for us and
Nancy stated that Nick is willing to train her
that she will make an effort to bring in the heads.

John Boone, Valdez biosampler for ASOC and A W S C
~

When hunting activities take place in the Valdez area 3 or 4 of us go out together. I am one of
the biggest harvesters in the Valdez area.As far as traditional foods, the food have been shared
among many different families. An elder would ask me if I c o u d get a certain size seal which is
beneficial to them. There has been a big bunch of seals in the Valdez area. They are becoming
residents and they wont let me hunt them in the city limits. There have been some good numbers
and from the two samples I got there were large herring in them, even spawning herring. Other
people were noticing the same thing. Some of the other hunters have been very productive and
we have been communicating very well. I think you have to know where to lookfor them during
certain times of the year. My main objective is that people are still getting fed and I’m getting
pelts.

Jeff Petersen, Bunted Biosampler for seals andsea otters from Old Harbor
Cami. looks like there’s a good turn out. All you have to do is mention seals and you have all
kinds of people showing up for the meeting. I’ll haveto try that hick in Old Harbor. Like Port
Graham, we really enjoyeating seal we’re pretty much in tune with what happens with the
populations and what they’re doing. Before the biosampling project came out we were
monitoring what they were doing. When Monica faxed us the b. osampling we were happy about
i t I’ve been working in the school to teach kids subsistence praatices, its just another tool to
the kids. Listening to Patricia, its good to try to include trxiitional knowledge. When an teach
elder comes in, the kids loose interest because there is no lesson plan for them to follow. I’d like
to try to get more traditional knowledge lesson plans. When Kimberly asked us to do the sea
otter sampling, that was really good. The tools that have been peovided has been very helpful.
Only there’s no sea otter in Old Harbor. In Owinkie and Port Lisns there’s a lot of sea otters we
hope to help them out with the loss of their clams.
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We have more PWS fishermen coming for the herring fishe
down. They come down rightwhere theseals are. We nee
On biosampling whenhuntingif we see a seal everythmg
other types of hunting.Weneedto
interject withthe seal
hunting. If we do that we will have a generation of hunte
with their hunting.

1these gillnets are coming
ch out for potential problems.
just right,tides, weather,
chniquesto go right with the
interject biosampling right

Don Kompkoff ChenegaHunterlBiosampler
Every time you guys talk about seal it makes me hungry.ugh
Last time I wenthunting I counted over 40 seal and last y
and other animals come backto the s o q d . I always try
wish the seals would come back like they used to so we
kids built a smoke house and smoked somefish while

getting seal inChenega
d IO. Its good tosee ducks
with me when sampling. I
anytime we want. The

Henry Markarka, Cordova Elder
Cami, the
previous
speakers on subsistence were goo
care of the animals. In them days there were an ab
grounds were right here on the flats. People made
Commercial fishing came along and a program
them up with dynamite, it was a sad thing to se
a mismanagement of our fish and game. We h
earthquake took its toll and the Oil Spill took i
PWS tosee their subsistence resources being
encourage our own stewardship of theland.
probably due to mismanagement.
Richard Takak, Chignik Lake
We don’t have too much goingon right no
many seal. We don’t have a seal biosamp
Joe Clark,Bethel Area, Nelson Is. BBN
We have a lot of ring seal. They migrate
they are gone again. There’s a family of
the Singer River. I can remember when
it was a very sad time. They would use
documentation like you have beendoing here.
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one to take

Caleb Pungowiyi, Natural Resources Directorfor Kawerek, and Esecutive Director of the
Eskimo Walrus Commission.
I’d liketo say that there are 3 people herewho are on the S
ew Group:Brenden
during the reathorization
Kelly from the UAF,Carl Hild of RurAL CAP and myself. In
there were some amendmentsto the Marine Mammal Prot
interest to decrease the mortality or incidentaltake all over thtcoasts.
There are three
differentReview Committees: Atlantic, Pacific, and Alaska.
mment does the stock
assessments
and we review the data that kprovided to us
and then we make
recommendations. We advise what extra data needs to be
needed to improve information presented to improve und
of thespecies, and also the amount of mortality (human
Initially there were no Alaska Natives so I pointed this o
to the committee. Kate WyMe is also on the SRG as w
Hills, Craig Matkin and newly appointees are Milo A
Under Sec. 1 17 regarding Potential Biological Rem0
species exceeds thePBR and if AlaskaNatives are a
hearing. We wanted a process where we could chall
they can prove what the real status of the marine m
scientific data as well. There is alack of information or the
doingstock assessments in the 90’aweweretoldnottouse
still requires strenuous checks to assess accuracy a
limited Thething that bothers me about
Gulf of.Alaska Stockis determined Strategic (t
could use that as management tool toreducetake. A group
stocks of harbor seals: One In B.C./Washingto
sound studies showedthat most pups return to
seen to travel all the way past Yakutat. The in
last year in the Gulf.

on is old When it came to
is over 5 yearsold. Science

.C. has identified 3 genetic

The process for Stock Assessments is on goin
will help the public understand the status of
of more Natives to the SRG, I hope that the
more incorporated into the understanding a
Thank you very much.
Lloyd Lowry is the Chairman of the Alaska Region SRG.
Gilbert Olsen asked: What makes the scie
Caleb stated that the data showed that SE
that the seals over there are a different st
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stocks, look at it in terms of

We have tried to tell the agencies to rather than set it up as
management units.
Brenden added that scientist are very divided on this issue.
came up withon that issue was thatit was the opinion of
inadequate to make a determination
on stock boundaries
nonetheless opted to subdivide. The Gulf of Alaska Stock,
most recent draft stock assessments.
The PBR says that
taken by a combination of both
the
harvest
and incidenta
noticed that the Bering Sea Stockhas a PBR of 379 and
animals separating the Bering Sea Stock fromalso being

1 statementthat the SRG
the information was
s in Alaska. NMFS has
en declared Strategic in the
ose to 1,000 are being
ercial fishing. But I
2. There's only 130

Kimberly Williams asked what determines Stock? Shesaidere
ofNatives in Alaska but we are all still one family. How mu ation
said the definition includes: interbreeding animals when
difference, and how population responds toenvironmen
discontinuity (if there is a gap in geographiccontinuity)

are many different kinds
must there be? Brenden

Joe Clark asked why should we participate with NM!F
against us?
Charlie Johnson, Executive Director, Alaska Nanu
One topic I wanted to touch on is that we as Native 0
and getting the cooperation of very diverse groups. F
the " P A would have been very difficult to get ha
,.likeGreenpeace. We made a lot of effort to educat
animals for subsistence purposes that OUT culture w
animals.
When I was on a delegation for the US. Arctic
proposals was that the Inuit Circumpolar
We utilized the World Wildlife Fund,
to include us in this process. There

Strategy, onethe
of
of this process.
to the U.S.

involved because
now involved
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We are just asking key questions such as: What is the n a m e of
regimes? What types of knowledge systems are used? What is 1
the local or nonlocal interactions (Le. migratory species)? who
and how do you deal with discourse and how do you resolve tk

:ustalmxe

management

c cultural diversity? What are

as the right to the resources?
m as’ they
. . arise? Thank you!

Some questions for Charlie were: What are the criteria forpan :ipating in theinternational
arena? Charlie responded that any conservation group such as le ANHSC canjoin and
participate.
Other Native Organizations have worked withGreenpeace in A chprage. If we present a good
case and we convince them withthe work we have done they c I see and understand our
positions.

Carl Hild stated that Greenpeace gave a letter stating that they upport the Native Subsistence
Lifestyle.

7

The meeting recessed for the day and the local residents prepar i for the Cordova Ikumat
Dancers, a Community Potlatch and the showing of “Alutiiq PIi le: A Subsistence Story”.
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Fndav March7, I997
Recommendations from Joint Session with ASOC and ANH$C:

It was moved by Dolly Garza, seconded by Monica Riedel that
Enforcement are identified in Comanagement Agreements.
Local Knowledge is utilized in population estimates. And that
topic of Significantly Altered The motion Passed

Hunting Practices and
group took no action on the
including the Catholic
the Jndian
Country

Flore Lekanof recommended that an effort be
Church adopt
resolution
Wasilla
the
the
that
Issue.
Recommendations from the ANHSC business meeting.
Carl Jack, Subsistence Director of RurAL CAP explained
application and how it will be structured with the committ
comanagement agreement. The committee would then wohe
for reviewing.

nt phases of theBIA Grant
lines to draft the
draft andbe available

Motion wasmade by Harold Martin, seconded by Don K
committee consisting of the full
ANHSC
board
to
work
Kelly- Biologist to draft a comangementagreement between
Service and the ANHSC as equal partners. Motion Passed U

stablish a negotiating
elAttorney,
Brenden

Motion was made by
Mitch
Simeonoff,
seconded by
Lil
Fisheries Service treat the
Harbor Seal as one Populati
multiple stocks are insufficient. One component of the
to assess that determination of one population Motion

the National Marine

fic data to determine
ement
would be to t q ~

Motion by Flore Lekanof,
seconded
by Mitch Simeo
adjudicatory hearing unless the National Marine Fis
decision to hold off on the strategic listing pending
Motion Passed Unanimously.

tends
to

Motion by Harold Martin, seconded by Don Komp
to meet and draft a comangement plan.
Jim Fall: ADF&G Subsistence Division

Jim gave us an update on the detailed project desc
FY98 outlook for fhding. He went over abrief hi
into a cooperative project with the ANHSC.
He explained that it was a statewide project funde
ADF&G. He added that the biosampling is being
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call for an

Vicki Vanek as the biologistbiner. He mentioned that
comanagement Jim also expressed that the winter
supported by the Subsistence Division and that the
the Harvest Assessment Program: He said that
been 50 people trained to do the interviews.
partnership with the ANHSC. In the past
meeting with IPCoMM members for
be assumed by the ANHSC and
Commission.

biosampling as part of
proposing could be
as lead agency. Regarding
up the
5th
year. There has
NMFS could
do
a
and they supported a

a

During the discussion John Boone madea recommendation th t the hunters that have been
train to
others.
trained be certified

Motion by Flore Lekanof to enter into
a subcontract with
1995 Harvest Assessment Data Program. Seconded by

oversight for
the
Passed Unanimously.

Motion by Harold Martin and Seconded by Flore
ADF&G Subsistence Division
in
light of the fact
the efforts of the ANHSC and other Native Communities.

of support for the
very supportive of

Hoover-Miller:
Ann Pacific

Rim Research

I

AM gave an overview of the proposed winter surveys which

not funded last year.
of the project include:

This year there has been a lot more input from hunters.
1. Document the past and
present

distribution of harbor
knowledge. Its important to document this as
This will involve sitting down with charts and using a

and local
trend counts.

2. Initiate community observations i.e. when herring
occurrences. It would be nice to have a record from
Useful to incorporate the youth into this program,
hunters and commercial fisherman.
3. Fall Winter Spring surveys. Biologists only count in
seals are doing at other times. We
need look
to
at
traveling together? How are seals using their
they most sensitive? Applegate
Rocks,
Port
are proposed for surveys. Columbia Glacier

and
don’t see what the
Are certain age groups
they vulnerable where are
are three areas that

The board agreed to support Ms Miller’s
detailed project description. The hunters
into the design of the surveys and the overall concept.

The board then moved into the
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Motion by Harold Martin to approve minutes of the Sept 18 mlce:tingheld in Girdwood.
Seconded by Mitch SimeonoK
The board went into discussions regarding the NMFS proposedI tudget. Chairperson Monica
Riedel gave a financial report and presented the board with the P'Y97NMFS budget The board
discussed the packet in detail.

Motion by Harold Martin to have the Chair look into the Indire:C t Percentage and negotiate for
rate for the ANHSC. Seconded by Mitch SimeonoK Passed U tli tnimously
Motion by Flore Lekanof to adopt the budget. Seconded by &Ut,Id Martin. Passed
Unanimously.
At approximately 4:30PM A Motion was made by Harold M ~tinI to adjourn meeting.
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Presentation by Iris O’Brien given at the 1997
Trustee Council Restoration Workshop held
25, 1997.

Vafdez OiISpiff
on Jan 23-

Hello, My name is Iris O’Brien. I am the Youth
from Cordova. I have been actively involved in
since Cordova has had the
Monica Riedel’s hard work and Me1
youth. Also the the people behind
biosampling because I know that
health and population.

Watch representative
project

r

Being a Native to my land, I felt that it was a matte of obligation to
contribute to the restoration of the seal in any way I can.
I’d like to take a moment now to share with y
taken. After we have our designated catch,
various samples: the
liver, heart, blubber,
data is recorded certain organs of the seal are
the heart, liver, cleaned intestines etc. The
non edible body parts are disposed of prop
for their beauty and durability. They are o
an indigenous person. I think that the lay
both hunters and scientists. From either
hunter can hunt for subsistence use such
getting a better understanding of the seal
scientists get from testing and studying
is a way the traditions of our people c
the next and personally, I value the s

I would like to thank everyone involved with the Y
and just say thatI look forward to participating in
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e seals to town to take
e head. After the
ome for dinner, such as
is skinned and the

Area Watch Project

Oil Spill Related Marine Mammal Workshop March
6-8, : 17 a t the Masonic Hallin
Cordova. Sponsored jointlyby the Alaska Sea Otter
Comm :ion andThe Alaska Native
Harbor SealCommission/ADF&G/€VOS Trustee Council
Agenda:

Thursdav March 6.1997

830

Opening Prayer
Introductions
Approval of Agenda

845

How and Why The Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission faed
Harold Martin Vicechair: ANHSC. President: Soutl
st Native
Subsistence Cammission

9:oo

Scientific Data of Harbor Seals: Prespill and c u m n t
Brenden Kelly. University of Alaska

9:30

Data from Harbor Seal Blubber samples:
Mike Castellini, University of Alaska Fairbanks & B

1015

BREAK

10:30

Harvest Assessment Data
Bud Janson, Native Village of Eyak Interviewer
Lillian Elvsaas, Seldovia Interviewer
Matt Kookesh, Angoon Interviewer

ll:15

Biosampling Techniques: For Harbor Seals and
Sea Otters
John Boone, Valdn NativeTribe
Iris O'Brien & Jessica Hopkins, Youth Area Watch:1

n Fadely, UAF

sampling Training

Combining Traditional Koowledge with Western Science
Patricia Cochran, Exec. Dir. Alaska Native Science C, mission
Ijcct(SpiU Impacted Villages)
Pauline Allen for Martha Vlasolf: Cam. Involvement
NOOX BREAK
11:30

1:15
1:45

200

2.15
300

430

Community Reports: Chenega, Tatitlek,Seldovin, Akhiok, PA
Valdez,Old Harbor
"Stewardrhiphdigcnous Systems"
Larry Merculieff, Chair, Alaska Native Sea Lion
Con;
Fur Seal Commission
"Scientific Review Groups and Stock Assessments"
Caleb Pungowiyi, Subsistence Representative, Exec. I
Commission
BREAK
*Fitting our work into a broaderscale"
"Comanagement-Legal Perspective"
Charles Johnson, Exec. Dir: Alaska Nanuuq Commisr
International Arctic Science Council Task Force
of su
resources
Recess
5 3 0 Traditional
Potlatch/CordovaIkumat

wear yourkuspuk!
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ham. Nanwalek. Cordova.
ssion, Aleut Pribilof

:Eskimo Walrus

Director: for the
inable use ofliving
I,

ancers Please bringa dish and

Fridav March 7,1997
9:AM

Resume Joint Meeting
"Local Management Plans"
Dolly G a m : Chainnan,Sitka Tribe Marine Mammal Commisr on

Alaska Sea Otter CommissiodAlaska Native Harbor Seal Com lissioh
"Sigoilicantly Altered" Traditional and ContemporaryUses of ;ea Otter
1030

BREAK

10:JS

Continue Discussions

NOON BREAK
1:OO

Alaska Sea Otter Commission will meet in conference room ant A m S C will meet in Main Room
for Recommendations and Business Agendas
Topics for theANHSC
Introduction of National Marine Fisheries Service Repraentar re for Harbor Seals Kaja Brix:
Commenu from NMFS re: Umbrella Agreement, Tissue Sampl lg, Stock Management.

1:15

Continuation of Harvest Assessment Program, Future Oil Spill Funded Direction:
Jim Fall, Regional Director. .ADF&G Subsistence Division

1:JS

Business Meeting/Action Items
Approval of Minutes from Sept 1996 Meeting
Chairman's report
Funding Update
Draft Comanagement Plan:

500

Carl Jack Subsistence Direct 'r, RurAL CAP
Carol Daniels: Legal Counsel RurAL CAP
Brendan Kelly, University of L l a s k a

Adjourn
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M
-A
R
C
H

7.1W7

230 pm

..........-1
L'Sl3YS Rcport ......-I

330 p m

Cohlmagement Agrc

5:oo pm

Recess meeting forth

LOO pm

staff Report

SAT1IRDAY. MARCH

8:30 am
&E.

am

10m am

1&30 am

1200 pm

a"

Call Meeting Back to

der,..Chair, M q a r e t Roberts

Regional Reports
Old Business

k Other
New Business
A. Vision Doc!
B. Personnel P
C Other
D. Time and d
Adjourn
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of next meeting
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APPENDIX C

!

ALASKA NATIVE
HARBOR SEAL COMMISSION

ANHSC Meeting in Kodiak

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Harold Martin
Chair
Southeast Region
Mitch Simeonoff
Vice-Chair
Kodiak Region
Lillian Elvsaas
Sec'y / Treas.
Cook Inlet Region
Mark Snigaroff

AleutiudPribiiof
Norman Vlasoff
Chuguch Region

aich 26-28, 1998

Chairman Martin Opened
Invocation was conducted by
Roll call was conducted and
Motion by Lillian Elvsaas to
Vlasoff.
Executive Director, Monica Riedel g
stated that thecommission has been c
management agreement with the Nati
(NMFS) and that the process is going
from NMFS come to the table with a
work out issuesof concern. The c
biosamples, train youth, and hunt
andKodiak Areas. The biosamplingpro
hunters from Southeast. The
cooperative agreement with
for the oversightof the H
in existence for 6 years.
activities such as recent

as expanded to include

voting members in
Indigenous Survival Int
9:OO AM Mike Caste1

different nutrition factors.
The more waterin the

EO.Box 2229

Cordova, Alaska 99574 (907)424-5882 Fax
Conserving and sustaining the harbor seal for

c-1

7)424-5883 Toll Free 1-888-424-5882
well-being

Castellini reported that at the SeaLife Center in Se ard they would study the
seals and sea lions with a controlled diet.

Ms. Riedel raised theconcernthatthegeneralwill
the uses of the marine mammals by the native

not be educated in

movement
Castellini reported that
there is some
videoetts for publiceducationand Ms. Riedel
involved in developing culturally sensitive
of seals and other marine mammals.

developing
that the ANHSC get
about Native uses

Kate Wynne mentioned that there isa hotline for s anded animals if hunters
or anyone finds them.
A concern was raised regarding how tourism is
Brendan Kelly reported that thereis a study
Glacier Bay. There were questions about

ting sealhabitat.
by Beth Mathews in
the Seward area.

I

Community Reports

Southeast Commissioner-HaroldMartinreportedthere
population of seals in Southeast and there are lots

is a healthy

Cook Inlet Commissioner-Lillian Elvsaas reported at the hunters share
their catch and they get seals from Port Graham

are seals
are

moving
Port Wells,

Chugach
Commissioner-Norman
Vlasoff
in around Bligh,the
been
going
I've
to
St Mathews), the herring moved in at
and sea lions and plenty of seals. 6
George Ramos-Yakutat reported
Very healthy population.
lions. In Icy Bay, the
fat content You can
Situk River.
Ray Sensmeier-Yakutat is of the humpback
down fiom the Ahtna Athabaskan Chitna
years ago. Every morning his great
c-2

Ian his ancestors came
1,200 and 3,000
to be a 100)

I

gave him seal oil. He is glad
that's how they get their
the show respect to the
concerned about tour
pups. Also

spirit,a has
the animals -

Native People.
Walter Meganack Jr - Port GrahamreportedGulf
Peninsula- Rocky and Windy
Bay.
There
inside
the
head
Katchemack Bay. They held a Spirit
subsistence gathering and sharing
reported that when trolling, he

side ofKenai
adid lot of
Heseal.the of

Fred Coyle from Akhiok -noticed a big decline ofseals in the area. State
had allowed a rock fshery in there and since then le seal population has
declined. The people have to travel about 3.5 miles to hunt for seal.
Ray Sensmeier reported that Elders make an excep:ion to taking female seals
in April and May because they can digest the milk content in the fat better.

Dan Alex-Cook Inlet Marine Mammal Councilhas a meeting on March 7
about Beluga. Another meeting is planned in May to getto know the
hunters in the area. He cooked seal at the last mee ing. Anchorage has a
very large Native residence fiom all over and theyjarvest everythmg.
Wendy Neilsen-Bristol Bay Marine MammalCoSheisgettingto
know hunters in her area better. She reportedare
seeing a lot of
seals in her area.
George Ramos reiterated that everythtng in our CUI
Customary and Traditional. As a retired hunter, all
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is based on
to do is ask for a

seal and it will be delivered. The fmt seal a boy t es is passed out. YOU
never went into someone else’s land without

e

Harold Martin pointed out that conservation practic :sand protocols still
exist in our villages.

Dan Alex-his grandfather said “honor thelives of ekery living thing and not
to take the life of anything indiscriminately”
Ray Sensmeier- There’s a reluctance of some huntc IS to divulge anything.
There’s a core group of hunters that provide seals tc elders first and then to
the rest of the community. Seal meat is always sen :d at the Potlatch.

Bob Small -ADF&G Wildlife Conservation
NMFS has provided the funds for the ADF&G hart )r seal program.

Primary focus of their work in abundance surveys. Mer 4 years the whole
state is surveyed. Second part is the correction fact lr- estimate of seals they
don’t see. Trying to determine the total number of x population. The
numbers are used in the Stock Assessment Reports md used to determine
the PBR(Potential Biological Removal)

PWS Kathy Frost work is to determine a trend. A n ( Cause of the decline in
the sound. ’This year she w
l
icapture pups and tag ?em with radiosatellite
tagging.
Bob’s program is on a statewide basis. Started in 1 193 is h d e d on an
annual basis. Key thing is to monitor population t r c nds. What factors are
affecting seals in their areas. Ketchikan, Sitka, KO( i a k , Bristol Bay.
They coordinate closely with the N M F S and the De It. of Fish and Game.
Ketchikan-lots of seals trends show increase at 9% per year. Sitka population is increasing slightly but not very many ,urveyslately. Tukidak
Is- numbers has stabled off since 1992. Kodiak shc Ning a slight increase
Kate Wynne surveys this area. 25 sights on Kodiak that are being surveyed.
This year they will survey Bristol Bay from Port M tdar to Egigk
Other areas: satellite transmitter to fmd out rnoven: :nt and diving data.
Findings: Kodiak animals are not leaving their are: 5, same in South East.
P W S animals are moving to Cook Inlet and IcyBa! and Enchantment Bay.
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Why are they moving ffom PWS? Bob is still tryin to put the data together.
Whattheyareeating,wheretheyaregoing.
Genetics work in being done byNMFS in San Dieg . There is variation in
Harbor Seals in Alaska but it ishard to find. The fu ther apart you move,
the more different they are.

bo Its disturbing Yukon
Walter Meganack broughtup the concern of tour
Island pupping area.
New Directions: ADF&G will try to census seals in glacier areas using
photography as a pilot study.
George Ramos indicated that he would be interestedin the glacier surveys.
Laurie Jemison ADF&G Wildlife Conservation
Laurie gave a short presentationon Diet of seals. SI e reported that they
have been collecting scat fromSE, KodialgNorthern Bristol Bay, in the
different seasons. The samples are sent to Universit of British Columbia.
Stomachs are now being collected
in SE from Nove: lber to March. She is
also looking at fatty acid patterns
ffom the blubber.
I

Biosampling Panel

an' 1 Vicki Vanek
Laurie Jemison, Kate Wynne, Monica Riedel,
Monica Riedel reported that her involvement with
tJ :biosampling has been
primarily getting the hunters and youth together, faclitating the meetings
with the travel, finding the places to do the sampling
and making sure that
the stage is set for the youthto learn ffom the huntel1. Part of her job is to
educate thekids about theMarine Mammal Protectit n Act ("PA). She
also teaches the traditionalpractices and preparation of theseal meat and
skin sewing. Part of the biosampling class is cookinland sharing the catch.
Kate Wynne stated that it is goodto see the integrati ,n of traditional
knowledge and science.
Vicki Vanek talkedabout the contaminants andhow we may need to
become more technical bringingour hunters up to a eve1 II stage. She also
stated the need to have better coverage of sampling.
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Laurie Jemison reported that maybe just the stomac:1s and heads are easierto
sample. So far, she has collected 30 heads and ston .achs from southeast
hunters. About !4 males and % females.
Some discussion took place regarding parasites. Kz te' Wynne reported that
there is a cod worm that is commonly found in thes tomachs, they just go
though their cycle.
Norman V. asked why the stomachs fkom Bear Tr? J seals were empty. n e
scientists said that the seals have about a 6-hour ratc of digestion.
Patricia Cochran-Alaska Native Science Cornmi: sion (ANSC)
Patricia Cochran thanked the Creator, Ancestors, an d Elders. She described
how the ANSC was formed and gave a brief historyof the organization.
Patricia talked about the Research Guidelines, whic:1 was endorsed by the
Alaska Federation of Natives. She explained that N ative people are
scientists due to their vast knowledge of their envirc ,nment and their methods
of observation, as well as generations of practicing I :onsenation principals.
She reiterated that the transfer of traditional knowle ige is bestpansferred
from elders to youth.

Ms Cochran gave an update on a Contaminant Stud:I that will take place
over the next 2 years. She also taked about:
Developing Native Science the way it works 'or us
Involving the CommunitiesDoing it for Com munities
Building our own databases/Computer files
Identifying what resources we use
Deciding what we want to do with the inform &on
Deciding what we want to share
Using Native Language
Understanding women's role in transferring t .aditional knowledge
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In the second year of the project they will have av able mini grants for
communities to do projects on theirown.
There was much discussion regarding Native sci
Ray Sensmeier added thatthe first 4 laws Nativ
H
honest,Be sharing andBestrongspiritually.
being symbolic ofthecreator, and mothersbe

edaboutfathers
c of motherearth.

Raychelle Daniel- UAS Biology
Raychelle is a student intern work
ANHSC. Attatch
and
to
compile
data
for
the
Knowledge
bibliography
Raychelle
compile
theto

f the
Traditional

ANHSC.

Ms. Daniel gave a presentation about
the w
Tugidak south of Kodiak Is. She pointed o
to haul out because ithas sandy beaches,
researchers to observe and count the
source.
Bob Wolf-ADF&G Subsistence Di
Mishler-ADF&G Subsistence Div
used in the Stock Assessment Process
Brendan Kelly gave a brief overvi
has been actively researching for20 years.

He talked about how the bowhead
counting the whales up north.
He stated that the hunters should h
hunters need to keep involved and
vehicle to analyze the data.
Bob Wolf thanked a number of people: NMFS for
years, Village Councils(62 communities), Local
interviewed 1800 households and hunters.

ding the project for 6

Bob stated that the harvests have beenvery
taken He desmied how the confidence
misses 10% of the hunters then it is
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The best estimate of the harvest is 2,741 seals per
Duringthe Oil Spill,there was a dramaticdecline
Tatitlek and Old Harbor. In general the North
Island.

hunting activity at
and Kodiak

Bob then went through the data carefully explainin to the group the
Merent gaphsand charts.
0

He went through the struck and loss table, he sh wed'how the struck and
loss dropped in Old Harbor.
Hepointedoutthat
it takes a'longtimetodataand
have a more longterm perspective.

0

0

local people

I

m e seasonal variation was pointed out.

Quality of fat, when seals float are attributed to cal
howledge.

traditional

Sex Ratio: 2 out of every 3 harbor seals harvesteh are males.
Age structure 82% is adults 16% are juveniles d d 2-3% is pups.

Are there more young animals in the Kodiak Re ion than there are in
SouthEast?

i

B.Kelly then showed someoverheads describing w ere this information
goes what is being done with it and who is analyzin it. He explained that
the information goes to Protective Resources (NMF ) +Marine Mammal
Lab in Seattle(NMFS)+Stock Assessment Reports Alaska Region Review
Group+Then they are put into the final stock asses ment reports.

B. Kelly pointed out to the group that it is key for to follow up with what
d with it.
the huntersgive as information and what is being ne
He then went in to decribing the Potential Biologic
formula Brendan pointed out that the formula is
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definitely in favor of the resource. Brendan talkec lout the correction factor
and variations in the data.
Harold Martin pointed out that there isa lot of cc
assesment process.

sion in the stock

A lot of discussion followed regarding them i s t r u
information and how that information may beuse

If some of the
D cut off hunting.

Brendan pointed out that the whalers now haveth
with and the hunters take part in analyzing the
da1

own scientists to work

Dave Withrow then pointed out thatthis process i
commercial fisheries not to regulate subsistence 1

nly meant to regulate
tmg.

Bob Wolf stated that Comanagement is the proce! o self regulate. Because
the ANHSC is a valid organization and there are perative agreements in
place the agencies are not in the position to regulihunting.

Theres lots of room for improvement suchas the iter surveys currently
being proposed by the ANHSC and the Comanagl ent Agreement.
Southeast:
..~PBR is 2,000 harvest is 1,600. The nt
apart.

lers are not that far

Discussion on weather ornot NMFS will regulate tive take. The good
news is that the comanagement agreement proces: aooing very well
and the
general feeling is that any regulation will come01 'f the comanagement
process.
Gulf of Alaska: Estimated PBR is673 ,harvest is 0

Brendan then went on to report that
NMFS is not

:laring stocks as

strategic because:
Uncertain stock boundaries
Pending Comanagement
Females in harvest make up less than< % of th

BR

Wendy Nielsen pointed out that the populationes:
one. Brendan said that there is a lotof discussion

ate is a conservative
the SRG regarding that
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issue of the extreme conservativism. He
and
comment on the S A Rfollow
out that there are winter surveys
the counting.

that
the
ANHSC
Monica R. pointed
ground truthing in

Craig Mishler pointed out that the scientists upwere
the leads and thelocal hunters pointed out that
the ice. Then they
started
using
acoustic
that hunters could count differently in
Bering Sea: Estimated 379 PBR, 209
enough food
PBRtothe
support
stock. Are these numbers

just counting by
were going under
He pointed out

may be not
in each

I

Bob Wolf asked if there are other ways to approch e PBR such as how
they determine how many animals can be takenout of a moosepopulation?
If you take a lot more males you won’taffect the g~ wth much because you
are leaving the females and pups alone.
Fred Coyle talked about why the seals disappeared om the Akhiok area and
he related to the fact that they started disappearing hen the State allowed
setnetters in the haul-out
areas.
Ray Sensmeier
out males
talked
population. He pointed
that
the
out
strongest
offspring.
mentality
a But
isthere
now
of
theres money involved it always wins out

of the
the strongest
When

John Bengston talked aboutPBR and
are following, the instruction of the
NMFS i s working with the ANHSC
way to improve the way we work
becoming partners to : 1.
are seals for long term

Lillian Elvsaas agreed that it is good thatthe agenc people are working
with us now for the benefit of the seals and our
grandchildren.
Dm Alex pointed out that theNative foods are
to our diets.
Meeting adjurned for the day.
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Friday March 27,1998
ANHSC executive session
Co-management Agreement Discussion Notes (BP

.>

Brendan Kelly and Harold Martin gave a detailed u Idate on the progress of
the Co-management Agreement Process.
Dan Alex: suggest making a diagram of law ("I4) provisions pertaining
to Native marine mammal use.
Lillian Elvsaas: Likes proposed co-management sb lcture (diagram)
George Ramos: Also likes proposed structure.
Walter Meeanack: Likes proposed structure, but cc lcemed about proposed
role of NGOs (snecial interest groups) in having in1 ut to Technical Group
and Co-management Committee. Concerned that s; ecial interest groups
could overwhelm Native and other interests. A ver good discussion
ensued.
Wendv Nielsen: Shares Walter's concern.Sugge: ts solution is to make
clear distinction between valid technical inputs to 7 :chnical Committee and
invalid
Direction to drafting committee was to make sure tl at text of the Comanagement Agreement clearly states that the Tecl nical Committee shall
consider technical input from external organization but not be a forum for
non technical input.
Dan Alex: Pointed out the importance of not writir ;off all special interest
or environmental groups. Some of those groups c2 1, at times, be allies.
There was general agreement for this idea, but it w: recognized that
alliances with such groups could occur without req iring that the Technical
Committee consider non-technical input.

Dan also suggested that consideration be given to p oducing educational
videos on Native use of harbor seals and cultural is: ues. These videos could
help N M F S in educating its other constituents to th~se issues.
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Wendv Nielsen: Cautioned thatit is important,ingenvironmental
groups as allies, to distinguish truefriends from
who might turn on us
and, for example, takevideo
a we
provide
and
out of context
(such as a hunting scene).
on
the
PBR. N.
utilizing
a
There was a lot of discussion
more accurate number for population estimates.
Wendy Nielsen brought out that N M F S is not
Take, but because the PBR Numbers areso
they are regulating us.
Dan Alex brought outthe scare tacticsusedg
there actually are with regards to Beluga in

lower numbers than

k

Discussion on strategic, depleted standing, Endang red Species Act, and
how they relate to Native Take.

1:00 PM Reconvene from Lunch (Open Meeting)
George Ramos from Ya?atak gave an excelle
traditional hunting methods and
current
h
historical perspective from his youth
changes in the Yakutat Area He reported
covered the Yakutat Bay. He talkedab0
Interior Indians and the Tlingits. There is 263
Yakutat
up.
on
He described
ice
boats,
talked
e about
the
1887 Harriman Expedition. He said th
Yakutat. His slides were very inform
extremely valuable and well received.
Diana ICledel -representative ftom the Youth
was selected by the Chugach SchoolDistrict
board about the YAW project which is
Trustee.Cdrmcil. Diana-shwed a
decriied the different research
consist of: Pristane
juvinele herring
beaches in PWS.
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1
ds. He presented an

of coastal land from

Valdez Oil Spill
class. It

i

Dolly Reft-Alutiiq Roots and Remedies. Her grand ather and father were
born in Karluk. Dolly was asked to talk to the boar about her products
which involves using seal oil. She talked about col ecting natural herbs and
making healing products. In her processing she rei erated the use of
traditional knowledge passed down to her from her parents and
grandparents. She has identified about 186 differen plants on Kodiak
Island. She uses seal oil in her soaps,& lip gloss, d many other products.
National Marine FisheriesServiceReports

1

N M F S harborseal

Dave Withrow-N"S- gaveapresentatione
program. He reported
that
there
are
two
area is the trend surveys to provide
how
the
doing (are they going up
the
areor
Correction Factor Analysis to
counting surveys. The state is
basically survey one area per
state is survey.

to their program.
One
population is
other is the
during the

not complete but it
was fair to say
harbor seal

Dave reported that the current estimate for the Gul
may be showing highernumbers. Ms. Riedelit
that from the Stock
Assessment
Reports
population in the State of Alaska is
seals, captwing, and estimating %
Dave mentioned to the group that he would like to
haulouts on ice.

ow more about

John Bengtson-NMFS-gave a report on thegementprocess.
He
wasvery positive abouttheprocessandthemade
by the drafting
committee. He sees
the
process
as an
go forward as partners.
He stated that he learned a lot on the
comanagement process as working
conserve harbor seals and provide
-Theconcern wasTaised regarding
swamping the process.

He was asked about
the
title
of the
agreement
and
the
concern raised. He also stated that the drafling co
cooperative.
C-13
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The N M F S has no problem with using the wordCOT
Comangement Agreeementwas the problem. T h e
directing NMFS to set up comanagement structures
sustainability of a subsistence harvest. John talked
comanagement committee and the structure which i
the drafting committee. He agreed that this is the rig
forward to making progress on the agreement.

lnagement in the title.
zws are clear in
)r the long term
,boutthe
being set up through
t direction. He looks

Harold Martin reiterated at the NIviFS has brought E pirit of cooperation
througout the process of OUT meetings.

Kaja Brix-NMFS Alaska Region Harbor Seal Pro; am: Kaja stated that
she had learned a lot fiom the 2-daymeeting, pointe out our common goals
of conservation, and emphasized the educational coponents. She is excited
to see that we can set a precidentin this area.
Kaja reported on the structure of M S . She statec
oriented. Brian Fadely and Kaja, are in charge of tl
for the Alaska Region located in Juneau. John Ben1
Seattle. Office of general counsel in the Alaska Re1
in D.C. and they work through the Dept. of C o m e
enforcement in Juneau works withthe D.C. office. 1
D.C. which is considered Headquarters is alsoinvol
been the main contact there.

hat NMFS is species
Harbor Seal h o g a m
;on is located in
In work with attorneys
e attorneys. Office of
otected Resources in
:d. Tom Eagle has

NMFS is separated into 5 regions. The Alaska Reg n office is in Juneau
and the science center for Alaska is in Seattle.
Fred Coyle invited arepresentative fiom the A N H ! to give apresentation
to the organizations of Kodiak the next time they m:t.
Recess for the day- Potlatch to follow at theAlutiic Museum.
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APPENDIX D

I

Draft Summary of Fairbanks ANHSC Meeting June 27-29
Topic: data management for biosampling project
List of participants (attached)
Vicki Vanek DVM, ADF&GSubsistence Division, gave
biosampling program for harbor seals:
The project utilizes the sameformatthroughoutthe state.
utilize our data, it is recommended the data form remains
made to set up guidelines to standardize forms.

ntitieswould like to

Brendan Kellyrecommended that the guidelinesfrom
header
a
orfooter
data form stating were it came from and who put
it out.

on

Discussion took place on the subject of having ace
several suggestions were made:
ADF&G, AMMTAP, SeaLife Center,or UAF
Discussion took place about the
need
for ANHSC
by Wynne and Vanek. It was stated that the Mus
discussion took place about how kids can access
curriculum for the Youth Area Watch was discu
age vs. length, male vs. female. Kathy Frost co
trac!&g seals. There wasdiscussion regarding

database
developed

B. Kelly suggested seeking funds from NSF fo
L. Elvsaas suggested a floating laboratory. Sh

Pratt museum is operating on one of the Islands inher area.
B. Kelly recommends looking to the whalers
researchers and data.
M. Simeonoff suggested looking atthe whaler’s by-laws.
V. Vanek rec.that people getting information on samples
get permission from ANHSC.

M. Simeonoff brought upthe issue of how do we control

D-1

ANHSC make sure they
misuse by the Media?

.^

B. Kelly: invite Tom Albert and/orthe Chair of AEWC to ne meeting regarding data
management, requests from researchers, i.e. DNA, stock
s t n :ture,and PBR

M. Simeonoff: Recommended that if researchers are giving )ut their reports they must
communicate that information tothe ANHSC first.

Motion by Commissioner Wendy Nielsen requesting that: , letter be sent to the
museum requesting that 1) When samples are requested, thc museum contacts the
ANHSC. 2) ANHSC then contacts researchers to
ask for res Its of their research.
Seconded by L. Elvsaas. Motion carried unanimously.
ANHSC may ask every 6 months on status.

V. Vanek discussed a tier I1 system. Some ideas to institutic nalize a tier system: 1. Just
heads and stomachs-reimburse hunter$25
2. All tissues $45
3. Contaminant Samples ?

This concluded Vanek's report.
Motion by W. Nielsen to acceptVanek's report Secondedb D. Alex. Passed
Unanimously. M. Simeonoff recommend a written report
ir the future.
.

Brendan Kelly, ANHSC ContractBiologist
B. Kelly walked the group throughan overview of the bios: npliig project which was
..
submitted by his colleague Lon Quakenbush.
1. e l i i a t e standard length
2. include blubber and skin taken
3. include total number of seals sampled in harvest data
4. identify data form preprinted with sample number andsl ck on labels

Recommend for each sample:
1. Belly up -which is the published standardlength by (the American Society of
Mammalogists) recommend: calling M. Castillini and E :if hestill needs this on
belly measurement, if not ,eliminate it.
The group tabled the next 6 recommendations until furtherI )tice fiom the biologist.
7. Web site should be edited by the Executive Director.
8. ANHSC should acquire a permitto handle and store san ~les:
a.
This wouldinsurenothaving
to rely on a hers
b. Establish credentials
Motion by Zenia Borenin to direct the Executive Director
to Dbtain a permit &om the
N M F S for seal samples. Seconded by Wendy Nielsen. Pas :d unanimously.

9. Biannual review of sample collection
D-2

Where
a.
Require
b. some
funding

the funding coming
is

!?om

from researcher

1.

10.Review anddiscuss studies that are important to subsiste ce users
Changes todata forms needs to be addressed by staff and bio ogists within 1 month.
B. Kelly then gave an update on the SRG(Scientific Review oup ofthe Alaska Region
for N M F S )
Topics included stock structure, fall meeting scheduledfor chorage, andreplacement
possibilities for Caleb Pungowiyi

Motion toaccept Brendan Kelly’s report was made by Dan \ex seconded by Lillian
Elvsaas. Passed unanimously
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List of Participants for ANHSC Fairbanks Workshbp June 27-29,1998
Board of Directors:

Sealaska Region
Harold Martin
Chair, ANHSC
Southeast Native
Subsistence Commission
320 Willoughby Ave., St. 300
Juneau, Alaska 99801
907-586-1432 ext3090
Fax 586-8970

Bristol Bay Region
Wendy Nielsen
Bristol Bay MMC.
P.O. Box 3 10
Dillingham, Ak99576
1-800-478-5257 ext.340
Fax 842-5932

Kodiak Region
Mitch Simeonoff
Vice-Chair, ANHSC
Native Village of Akhiok
P.O. Box 5008
Akhiok, AK 99615

Aleutian Pribilofs Region
Zenia Borenin
P.O. Box 8
Akutan, Alaska 99553
698-2206 fax 698-2207

lok Inlet M M C
m Alex
1.Box 102456
lchorage. AK 99510
7-688-6020
c 688-6021
me 688-3824

907-836-2210 hm

Fax (same)
Cook Inlet Region
Lillian Elvsaas
SeuTres, ANHSC
Seldovia Village Tribe
P.O. Box 13 1
Seldovia, AK 99663
907-234-7898 (am)7897 @m)
F ~ 234-7637
x

Staff:
Brenden Kelly
Bioloeist Consultant
UAF h e a u Center Fisheries Div
11120 Glacier Hwy.
Juneau, Alaska 99801
907-465-6510 Fax 465-6447

Chugach Region
Noman Vlasoff
P.O. Box 101
Tatitlek, Alaska
Ph 907-325-2342
or 522-0803
Fax 325-2298

Monica Riedel
Executive Director
P.O. Box 2229
Cordova, AK 99574
Ph 907424-5882
F ~ x 424-5583

Invited Guests and Presenters:
Vicki Vanek, Doctor of Veterinarian Medicine
ADF&G Subsistence Div.
Kodiak, Alaska
Phone 907-486-1856
Fax 486- 1869

Dennis Demmm

rol Daniel
nmey
1 E. 8" Ave.
.chorage, AK99501
907-279-4442

rliamentarian

9337 Turn St.

Juneau, Alaska 9!
Phone 790-3529
Fax 789-9389
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APPENDIX E
Community-Based Harbor Seal Management nd Biological Sampling

A Review

Prepared for
Alaska Native Harbor Sed ( mmission
P.O. Box 2229
Cordova, Alaska 99: 4
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Declining harbor seal (phoca vilulinp) populatio
both before and after the Locon Vddez oilspill were of
subsistence hunters. The Alaska Department of Fish an
(ADFG), the Alaska Native Harbor Seal Commission
Alaska Marine Advisory Program developed apartnc
following Six objectives:

ofprince William Sound
to Alaska Native
,Division of Subsistence

I) Develop a community-based pilotprogram to
information from harbor seals in Prince William
2) Collect biological samples andother inform
subsistence hunters in six communities: Tatitl
Graham, and Nanwalek.
3) Utilize the services of ANHSC and subco
results of harbor seal studies to hunters and
4) Expand the Harbor Seal Traditional Kno

5 ) Collaboratively produce recommendatio
6 ) Evaluate the program's effectiveness an

AMISC activities and the biolo@cal samplingpro
.'

i

The focus of this review includes sample c
and communication of information.
METRODS

I reviewed the
submitted data forms.
RESULTS

P

reports and
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Lion Harvest Dala Form and

No forms were dated or

Sampling Infomation - In the Sampling
ask for “Sampler’s Name,” but not the h
the request for thename of the village i
of thehunter.
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Several Data Forms I found three different d
submitted for harbor seals. None of these wer
Harbor Seal Sampling Project and UAF Muse
was being used by the Project. Two were title
one was titled Subsistence Harvest Data
identical to the formfound in the Harbor SealSampal.
numbered by version, however ail three contained d
December 1997 indicating that all forms

.-. ..; .:.

-E.
i
.

. .....
.. .
.. .
. .~
..

The field sample number appears to be
including the date the specimen was sa
sample number. The sample number i
sampler’s seals?) &om one another on that day. For
1/23/97 is sample #I, the second is sample #2. The
sample bag, likewise includesthe date, the village, t
seal #f (shot today).
collection when the-samples anddata

are not until
assigned

after

BoCry Memrements - The request fo
ements. The form titled

:

Harbor Seal Sampling Manual reque
i
. . . ._i
.... .. _

-:..7:
-.:‘...
......
... . .

..~

.......
...
......
...
......
.....
......
:. . ~...

..

. .

,

body, belly up, with
Society of Mammalogists,

,

.
..... :

2.

Standard length has been specificall
used to compare body size. The
Manual data form is not stand
straight-line distance from sno
the head and vertebral column
Standing Committee on Mari
length of theaxial skeleton.
measurement as one.of the nine requested.
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Curvilinear length is consid
heavy to move, or rigor h

is theshortest surface di
This measurement is
Mammalogists, Stan
measurement on the data form is accurate.

..
. .
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Blubber thickness as defined by the American Society o Mammalogists (1967) as is the
combined thickness of blubber and skin over the posteri r end of the sternum (ziphoid
process). One of two blubber thickness measurements r corded by the Harbor Seal
Sampling Project is taken in the standard location but d es not include the thickness of the
skin.
Collection Locations
As of 7 March 1998 atotal of 117 seals had been
the Harbor Seal
Sampling Project; 103 from Prin
Inlet, and 7 from Kodiak.

&om Lower Cook

Information Dissemination
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Results of the
harbor
seal
studies need to get ba
recognizeimportance
the
of their efforts. Scien
to
workshops, community
me
well. In addition
by the partners, the UAF Museum
has
the
abili
of research projects that borrow specimens. T
qualified researchers fromall over the world.
submission of abstracts, fundingproposals, th
publications relating to the loaned material. This i
the UAF MuseumWeb Site andcould either
or accessed directly. Loaned material must b
acknowledgment usually meansthe Museum

samplers so that they
ofthe results as
wsletters conducted
n about the status

dedand added tothe newsletter

Permit Considerations
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Because marine mammalsare protected unde
permits are required for the possession,
transfer,
and
and their pans for anyone that is not an'Alaska Nativ
may not be required for the ANHSC to have
Seal Sampling Project because'the seals are c
there may be reasons to transfer samples to e
have permits. It is also important that anyo
familiar with the requirements of the permit
holder is not penalized. Permit violations c
effectiveness of the Harbor Seal Sampling
institutions, and individuals holding permits.

of marine
mammals

.

. :. .
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CONCLUSIONS

In general, the project has been successful in meetiectives.Atleast
19 samplers
harbor seals in the vicinity of
have been trained andsamples have been collected
13 villages in the Prince William Sound, Lower C
d Kodiak regions. The
project has succeeded in involving the communiti
dents,
and
scientists.
There are,
however,
few
a
issues that
should be eviate
c current
problems.
Because this is a subsistence harvest
sample
and
ample,
the distribution of specimens will be clumped.
locations should be made periodically to see if
represented. Hunters known to use certain ar
samples. Currently, Cordova and Tatitlek are
needed from all of the other villages. An addi
document the total number of seals harvested
know how harvest is changing duringthe Sam
growth is available. Good local harvest data
associated Native commissions to become va

or potential
it is expected that
of specific
collection

A review of the material being collected, its
sample sizes increase. If there is informatio
ANHSC may want to encourage potential r
material is not stored indefinitely.

There is the potential for cofision and 10s
The sampling information asks for the Sam
instructions for labeling the samples reque
hunters do not process their own samples
with the data form. The field sample num
data may not be a unique number for that
hunting in Olga Bay on 1/23/97 and both
numbers that could only be distinguished
on the data form. Using the current sya
the unique sample numberis assigned b
researcher or institution. Conhion m
sampler are the same person. It may b
klled the seal" and the "name of the p
and "sampler". Requesting a signatur
resulted in more thorough and respon
useful here.
used by the UAF Museum for
work with the UAF Museum
on the data forms. This would

Currently, the sample number assigned is the AF
their Alaska Frozen Tissue Collection. The
to have AF numbers allocated to the project
...
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